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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Conjugated Polymers 
Physics in one dimension has always been important because our 
understanding of most physical problems begins with models in lower 
dimensions. These models are often helpful in understanding three 
dimensional physics. But many physical systems do have properties with 
one or two dimensional character, and the study of such systems embedded 
in three dimensions can be particularly interesting. 
Polythiophene (PT) is a member of a large class of quasi-one-
dimensional polymers that in the ground state are dimerized (see Figure 
la). The carbon-carbon bonds are of alternating length, and are referred 
to as conjugated double and single bonds. Figure lb shows two 
dimerization forms of PT which are energetically inequivalent. 
PT is closely related to polyacetylene, or (CH)^ is the 
simplest conjugated polymer. In (CH)^, each carbon atom is bonded to two 
others in a long chain, as well as to a hydrogen atom. Figures 2a and 2b 
show the structures of two forms of trans-(CHj{), which are energetically 
equivalent. Another isomer of polyacetylene, cis-(CH)jj, has a structure 
similar to that of PT, except that in cis-(CH)x> two hydrogen atoms 
replace the sulfur atom of PT. Thus PT has the same the carbon 
"backbone" as cis-(CH)jj. The structures of the two forms of cis-(CH)^ 
are shown in Figures 2c and 2d. Like PT, cis-(CH)j^ has two energetically 
inequivalent dimerization forms. cis-(CH)^ is metastable and transforms 
irreversibly to trans-(CH)x upon doping or warming to room temperature. 
PT, on the other hand, is stabilized in the cis-(CH)jj form by the sulfur 
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Fig. 1. Structure of polythiophene (PT). (a) The ground state structure. Each vertex represents 
a carbon atom. The double lines represent double bonds (shorter bond distances), (b) The 
two energetically inequivalent dimerization forms of PT. The form on the left is the 
ground state (lower energy) form of Fig. la 
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Fig. 2. Structural forms of (CH)v. a) One ground state structure of 
trans-(CH)jj ("left-hand dimerization"). (b) An energetically 
equivalent ground state structure of trans-(CH)x ("right-hand 
dimerization"). (c) The ground state (lower energy) 
dimerization form of cis-(CH)^. (d) The higher energy 
dimerization form of cis-(CH)jj 
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atom, and is stable upon doping and upon heating up to -400°C. In 
addition, thiophenes are the first class of conducting polymers 
chemically stable in air and moisture.^ Because of the similarities 
between PT and (CH)^, and because (CH)^ is considered a prototype of one 
dimensional polymers, we will review here some of the properties of (CH)^ 
as well as physical models proposed to explain them. 
Three carbon electrons participate in the a bonding in (CH)^, 
forming bonds with the hydrogen atom and the two adjacent carbon atoms 
(see Figure 3). The a bonds are known as sp^ hybrid bonds. If, as in 
Figure 3, we take plane of the a bonding to be the xy plane, the a bonds 
are linear combinations of the s, p^ and py wave functions: [s, p^, PyJ. 
For example: |1>=[(1//3),(1//2),(-1//6)], |2>=[(l//3),(-1//2), (-1//6)], 
I3>=[(1//3),0,(/2//3)], is one such combination useful for the planar 
geometry and near equal angles of the a bonding. The fourth carbon 
electron is in the Pg or n state. Because the pg orbital is out of the 
bonding plane, the n wave function does not interact strongly with the a 
bonding states, but instead couples to the n states of other carbon atoms 
along the chain, forming an extended state. In PT, there is evidence^ 
that the sulfur atom interacts only weakly with the n electrons. These n 
electrons are near the Fermi energy, and give rise to the interesting 
quasi-one-dimensional properies of (CH)^ and PT. 
Neutral (CH)^ and PT are semiconductors. From absorption spectra, 
the gap is measured to be 1.4-1.5 eV^ in trans-(CH)jf , and about 2.0 in 
cis-(CH)}j^ and in PT^. The one dimensional gap of trans-(CH)jj is 
estimated to be 1.7 eV,^ and that of PT, 2.2 eV.^ There is considerable 
controversy over the origin of both the gap in conjugated polymers and 
z 
P? orbital cr bond 
Fig. 3. The carbon Pg orbitals and a bonding in trans-(CH)^. 
electron system. The a bonding is in the x-y plane, 
atoms which are along the y-axis 
The pg orbitals couple to form the rt 
Not shown are a bonds to hydrogen 
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the dimerization of the carbon bonding. The large discrepancies between 
the proposed theories are due to differing assumptions concerning the 
role of electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions, and to the 
theoretical methods used to evaluate these models. 
1. The SSH model and nonlinear excitations 
One model, extreme in the sense that it neglects any correlation 
(electron-electron) effects, suggests that the gap in the n electron 
system and the dimerization observed in (CH)^ are due entirely to 
electron-phonon interactions, and that (CH)^ is a Peierls insulator. In 
1955 Peierls^ showed that a one-dimensional half-filled band is 
inherently unstable against a lattice distortion with period twice that 
of the undistorted lattice constant a, yielding a new reciprocal lattice 
vector of 2kp (compared to 4kp=2n/a for the undistorted chain). This 
periodic distortion is accompanied by the appearance of a gap at 
kp=±ii/2a, which lowers the energy of the occupied states near the ferml 
level, and raises the energy of the unoccupied levels. The extent of the 
distortion and the width of the gap is determined by the minimization of 
the energy of the entire system, which includes both lattice and 
electronic energies. The total energy change for displacing every second 
atom from their undistorted lattice positions by a distance b Is^ 
5E = -4Nma2n-2b2u2ln(eF/(bU)) + 1/2 Kb^ (1) 
where N is the number of atoms In the chain, m Is the atomic mass, U is 
the first Fourier coefficient of the change In the potential energy, Sp 
is the ferml energy, and K is the spring constant of the lattice. This 
is minimized when^ 
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b = (ep/U) exp[-Kll2/(8ma2u2)]. (2) 
Su, Schrieffer and Heeger (SSH) have suggested such a model 
Hamlltonlan^®»^^ for trans-(CH)x in tight-binding form: 
^ ~ ~ ns^n+1,n^^n+1,s^ns %s^n+l,s^ 
" 2 $ 
Here, c^ creates a n electron on site n, s is the spin,, index, K is the 
effective spring constant of the a backbone, M is the mass of the CH 
unit, and Ujj is the displacement of the nth carbon atom from the 
undistorted equilibrium position. The electron-phonon coupling is 
contained in the hopping integral t, which is expanded to first order in 
a, the electron-phonon coupling constant; 
W,n • 'o - «<Vl- (1) 
The SSH model predicts a band of width 4tQ split by a gap of width 
2Ûq. Reasonable fits with the gap and dimerization (0.07 A difference in 
bond length for lattice constant of 1.4 A) in (CH)^ are obtained. Only 
in the continuum limit^^»^^ of the SSH model can analytic solutions of 
the gap Eg=2ûo be found. In this limit, 
Ûq = 4toexp(X-l); X"! s nUKAo?, (5) 
where »! = 2ato« 
The SSH model has gained wide acceptance because of its usefulness 
in describing excitations and charge storage in (CH)jj and other 
conjugated polymers. Because of the left-right degeneracy in the 
dimerization of trans-(CH)^, soli tonic excitations in trans-(CH)x are 
predicted^O»by the SSH model. Soli tons are localized excitations in 
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nonlinear systems. Solitonic excitations propagate without a change in 
shape; in contrast to linear wave propagation, the propagation speed 
depends on the pulse amplitude.Solitonic wave propagation in water 
was first observed in 1834, and since then solitons been observed in many 
nonlinear systems.In the SSH model, an order parameter, A(x), is 
defined to be the local dimerization gap as a function of position along 
the chain. 6(x)=A^ describes a chain in the ground state, for example 
the left-hand dimerized chain of Figure 2a. 6(x)=-AQ also describes a 
chain in the ground state, but with the opposite dimerization form, for 
example the right-hand dimerized chain of Figure 2b. A kink soli ton in 
trans-(CH)x is an excitation in which A(x) changes smoothly from ûg to 
-ÙQ over a characteristic distance Çq (see Figure 4a). This is analogous 
to the formation of domain walls in a one dimensional ferromagnet at zero 
magnetic field. The solution to the continuum limit of (3) has a simple 
analytic form for the kink soliton excitation: 
ûs(x) = Aotanh(x/?o); Iq s It/Aq. (6) 
Ag(x) is sketched in Figure 4a, and describes a soliton centered at x=0. 
An anti-kink soliton (or antisoliton) excitation is also obtained with 
^As(^)-"^s(^)' In such kink soliton excitations the valence and 
conduction band each lose one half state per spin and the solitonic state 
appears in the middle of the gap.The electron occupying this state is 
unpaired and hence the excitation is paramagnetic. Since the chain is 
uniform along its length, the soliton is mobile, with effective mass of 
about six times the mass of a free electron.The creation energy of a 
soliton in trans-(CH)x is calculated to be 0.6Aq, or 0.4 eV, and the 
width of the soliton is predicted to be spread out over about 14 carbon 
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Fig. 4. Excitations in the SSH model, (a) Left; the gap parameter 
A(x) (solid curve) for soli tons. A(x) represents the Peierls 
distortions as a function of x along the chain. The soli ton 
electron density as a function of x is also plotted (broken 
curve). Right; the mid-gap level occupation for neutral and 
charged soli tons. The upper shaded area represents the 
conduction band, and the lower shaded area the valence band. 
(Figure from from Fesser et al.^^) (b) Left: the gap 
parameter û(x) (solid curve) and electron density (broken 
curve) for singly charged polarons. Right: The level 
occupation for singly charged polarons. (Figure from Fesser et 
al.^^) (c) The level occupation for bipolarons (doubly charged 
polarons) 
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atoms,so the continuum approximation appears to be self consistent. 
Neutral soli tons (S°) are thought^^ to be the source of the room 
temperature electron spin resonance (ESR) in neutral trans-(CH)x. 
In the SSH model the creation energy of a soli ton (including both 
electronic and lattice energies) is predicted to be less than Aq. Then 
free electrons and holes, each of which have excitation energy ûg, are 
unstable against self-trapping and the formation of charged solitons. 
Molecular dynamics calculations^^ Indicate that within a time of the 
order of an optical phonon period (~10~^^ s), the lattice would distort 
around an electron hole pair to form a charged soliton-antisoliton (S"-
S+) pair that would subsequently separate. Transient photoinduced 
absorption measurements^®'indicate that states in the gap are occupied 
in subpicosecond times, and that oscillator strength is simultaneously 
removed from the interband absorption. There is some controversy^® over 
whether the states are photoinduced, as the SSH model predicts, or if 
they are intrinsic defects, perhaps neutral solitons,20 simply occupied 
by photogenerated charges. Besides these observed electronic 
transitions, new infrared active vibration (IRAV) modes are Induced by 
photoexcitatlon2^»22 indicating that the excitations are charged. 
Doping studies yielded the earliest evidence for soli ton formation 
in trans-(CH)^. In this material the conductivity can be varied by over 
15 orders of magnitude, from an insulating regime (10~^2 to 
metallic conductivities (10^ ST^cm"^). It was shown that over a large 
range of dopant concentrations charge injection occurs without an 
increase in magnetic susceptibility until Pauli susceptibility becomes 
important in the metallic regime. The susceptibility in fact decreases 
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upon light doping.23-25 xhis is in agreement with the SSH model, which 
suggests that doping should proceed by the formation of charged soli tons, 
which are spinless. The decrease in ESR signal upon light doping can be 
ascribed to the charging of the equilibrium "defects", S°, to S+ or S~. 
Changes in the optical absorption upon doping^^ are very similar to the 
photoinduced absorption (PA), providing additional evidence that charges 
injected by both photoexcitation and doping form charged soli tons. 
Due to its left-right symmetry of dimerization, trans-(CH)^ is 
unique among polymers in having a twofold degenerate ground state. PT 
and cis-(CH)x are representatives of the larger class of conjugated 
nondegenerate ground state polymers. Of the two forms of dimerization 
one has a lower energy (in PT, the form on the left of Figure lb). Such 
an asymmetry is included in the continuum SSH model^^ by an order (gap) 
parameter of the form û(x) = 6^(x) + ÙQ, where ûi(x) is sensitive to 
electron-phonon coupling but ûg is an extrinsic gap component caused by 
the lack of symmetry. 
In PT, cis-(CH)j{, and other nondegenerate ground state conducting 
polymers, polarons, rather than soli tons, are predicted to be the 
dominant excitations.^ 3. Infinitely separated kink soli tons cannot 
exist in a nondegenerate chain, since the cost in energy for an extension 
of the higher energy isomer is proportional to the length of this isomer 
and the difference in energy per length between the two forms. Polaronic 
excitations in the continuum SSH model have the form^^ 
ûp(x) = Ùq - Kon{tanh[Ko(x+X{,)]-tanh[Ko(x-Xo)]}, (7) 
where Xq satisfies tanh(ZK^Xg)cKg^. 6p(x) for singly charged polarons 
is shown in Figure 4b. A polaronic excitation can be thought of as a 
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soli ton-antisoliton pair, each with width Kq, separated by 2xq. The 
soli ton describes the transition to the higher energy isomer, and the 
antisoliton the return to the low energy form. In nondegenerate systems, 
the solitonic pair is bound by a linear "confinement potential" that 
results from the energy difference between the two isomers of PT shown in 
Figure lb. Instead of a single level at the center of the gap 
characteristic of a single soliton, there are two polaron levels 
symmetrically located an energy above and below the center <5f the gap. 
The polarons and bipolarons (doubly charged polarons) are each 
characterized by a single parameter Kq (or alternatively, which 
satisfies:^2 
% = (4) - Ko2|f)-l/2 (8) 
and 
0 = KqIiIn(n+-n_+2) - 4IKo>l/ft\, - sin-l(KorT/A')]. (9) 
Here, n+ and n_ are the occupation of the upper and lower gap levels, 
A'aûg+ûg, and raûg/Xû'. T, the confinement parameter, is a measure of 
the energy difference between the nondegenerate isomers. The polaron 
shape and splitting 2(*:^ depend on the confinement potential and the 
occupation of the levels. Bipolarons have a larger width and smaller 
splitting 20^3 than singly charged polarons. 
The creation energy of two singly charged polarons in PT is 
calculated to be less than the energy gap, which is the creation energy 
of an electron-hole pair, so charge injection by doping or 
photoexcitation should result in the formation of charged polarons.^7 
If electron correlation is unimportant, as the SSH model claims, the 
total energy of a bipolaron excitation is less than that of two singly 
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charged polarons.^^»^^»^^ Thus when two polarons of the same charge are 
found on a chain, they should combine to form a bipolaron. As seen in 
Figure 4b, in contrast to the singly charged soliton, the singly charged 
polarons are paramagnetic. The bipolaron, with both gap levels occupied 
(BP ) or unoccupied (BP++) is spinless. Thus spin studies can be used 
to probe the nature of excitations in FT. 
FT samples show an Intrisic "native defect" ESR signal near g=2.003 
of width 5 to 8 gauss,which may possibly result from neutral 
soli tons confined to the end of chains.In some cases, ESR signals are 
also induced by light (LESR),^^ though a detailed study is lacking. 
An excitation dependence experiment^ shows that the creation of long-
lived spins is most efficient for sub-gap photons. 
As in trans-(CH)jj, doping of PT^^ occurs without a large increase in 
magnetic susceptibility until near-metallic conductivities are reached; 
these results provide evidence for the formation of bipolarons. Some 
studies, however, show an increase in the susceptibility at low doping 
levels, followed by a subsequent decrease as the dopant concentration 
increases, which is interpreted as a transition from polaron to bipolaron 
regimes.'2^. 
PA experiments^ provide spectroscopic evidence that bipolarons are a 
dominant photoexcitation, at least at long times (10~^ s). Two 
absorption bands appear in the gap, at 0.45 and 1.25 eV, as oscillator 
strength is removed from the interband transition. As can be seen in 
Figure 4c, in BP++ both gap states are unoccupied. Therefore, optical 
absorption transitions would be expected from the valence band to both of 
these unoccupied states, yielding two subgap absorption bands. In BP , 
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both the gap states are fully occupied, so only transitions from the gap 
states to the conduction band are allowed in optical absorption, yielding 
again two absorption bands. Because the two bands seen in the PA^ are 
not split, the position of the gap levels of BP is apparently identical 
to the position of the levels of BP"*"''. Then PT is said to display the 
charge conjugation symmetry (electron-hole symmetry) of the SSH 
Hamiltonian. From Figure 4b, it can be seen that three subgap absorption 
transitions are allowed for singly charged polarons, since a transition 
can occur between the two polaron levels*, if the PA were due to polarons, 
a third band should appear at energy However only two electronic 
transitions are observed, indicating that bipolarons are dominant. Also 
seen are PA IRAV modes that confirm that the excitations are charged, and 
that the defect is accompanied by local distortions of the lattice. The 
PA results are similar to absorption changes Induced by doping4*34-37 but 
the results of the doping experiments are not as conclusive. 
2. Electron correlation 
The SSH Hamiltonian is very appealing because it seems to describe, 
in a simple one-electron model, excitations and lattice distortions in 
(CH)j{ and other conjugated polymers. However, there is evidence that 
electron-electron correlation effects must be included in an accurate 
model of conducting polymers. In the SSH model, soliton states should 
appear at the center of the gap and hence transitions between solitons 
and the band states should be observed near 0.7-0.9 eV. But photoinduced 
absorption studies^® show that transitions attributed to solitons in 
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trans-(CH)jj are not at mid-gap, but at 0.5 eV, which indicates that the 
electron correlation energy U is of the same order as Similar PA 
measurements in PT showed that U has a smaller effect on the PA spectra 
of the PT bipolaron states.® Coulombic effects have been suggested to 
explain negative electron spin densities of soli tonic defects on 
alternate carbon sites in trans-(CH)^ as measured by ENDOR.^^ 
The neglect of electron correlation was justified at first by the 
idea that strong electron correlation and dimerization are mutually 
exclusive. But recent theories have shown that strong correlation can 
enhance dimerization^® in a Peierls-Hubbard model, or even cause symmetry 
breaking at 2kp in the absence of electron-lattice coupling.In finite 
polyenes,(i.e., (CH)^, where 2<x<12) experiment and theory show that 
collective excitations are dominant, and that increasing electron 
correlation causes the optically forbidden (two-photon absorption) 2^Ag 
state to have an energy less than the optically allowed state. 
Extrapolation^^ of models for short polyenes with strong correlation to 
long polyenes leads to dimerization and band gaps comparable to (CH)^, 
and the suggestion that the dimerization in conjugated polymers may be 
the response of the lattice to 2kp symmetry breaking induced by electron 
correlation, rather than by Peierls condensaton. A quantum Monte Carlo 
calculation*^^ on chains and rings as large as 32 sites showed that 
soli tons describe the ground state for odd numbered chains, and that 
"soliton doping" can persist even in the presence of strong correlation. 
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3. Pinning, disorder and three-dimensional effects 
The predicted mobility of soli tons and polarons along the chain has 
yet to be confirmed experimentally. Transport measurements cannot 
provide such proof since contacts to the sample inevitably include 
transport through noncrystalline regions. In trans-(CH)^, at low dopant 
concentration, phonon-assisted variable range hopping (common in 
amorphous semiconductors) dominates, and at high concentrations 
fluctuation-induced tunneling between polycrystalline regions seems 
important.^^ 
Urbach absorption tails with an absorption coefficient a « expCE/Eg) 
have been observed in trans-(CH)x, with Eq = 70 meV, comparable to that 
found in amorphous semiconductors.^® 
Doping-induced absorption studies'^^ reveal IRAV pinning modes, i.e., 
modes attributed to the attraction of the charge carrier to the charged 
dopant ion. But photoexcited carriers also show similar pinning 
modes2^»22 for soli tons in trans-(CH)jj, and bipolarons in PT.®»^^ 
Electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged excitations on 
neighboring chains could be responsible for such pinning frequencies.^^ 
ENDOR measurements in trans-(CH)x indicate that soli tons may be confined 
to a region of about 100.^^ Perhaps the most controversial recent result 
is a multiple-quantum spin coherence experiment between 4 and 300 K that 
suggests that soli ton mobilities and spin distributions are identical in 
cls-(CH)jj and trans-(CH)j{.^^ If soli tons are pinned in cis-(CH)jj, they 
must also be in trans-(CH)x.^^ 
Maki^® included an Interchain hopping term between two chains 
described by the SSH HamiIonian, and concluded that "antiferromagnetic" 
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dimerization ordering on the two chains was preferred. In such a three 
dimensional ordering, if a given chain had the left-hand dimerization of 
Figure 2a, its neighbor would have the right-hand form of Figure 2b. 
Soliton formation on either chain would disrupt such an ordering; hence 
soli tons may be pinned to within 35 to 70 lattice constants from the edge 
of the chain. 
B. Luminescence and Spin Polarization Effects in Semiconductors 
1. Luminescence 
An isolated excited atom can relax with the emission of a photon, 
collision with another atom, or emission of an Auger electron. But in a 
solid, with the large number of interacting particles and degrees of 
freedom, there can be many interconnected mechanisms for the relaxation 
of electronic excitations. Luminescence occurs when a photon is emitted 
in the relaxation process; if the excitation was by photons, the emission 
is referred to as photoluminescence. 
The luminescence spectrum is usually very different from the 
absorption spectrum. This is often due to the competition between the 
emission of photons and phonons. The probability of photon emission 
increases with energy hw of the transition, because the density of photon 
modes increases with oo. In the example of electric dipole emission, the 
rate Wg of spontaneous emission is:^^ 
Vs |<f|r|i>|2. (10) 
3hc3 
For isolated atoms, Wg is typically around 10^ sec"^.^^ solids, 
spontaneous emission lifetimes ranging from 10"^ sec for intrinsic 
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excitations to 1 sec for dopant ion centers are observed.5% 
The coupling of electronic states to the lattice allows for 
nonradiative relaxation by the emission of phonons. Typical nonradiative 
rates can be much faster than luminescence rates. For example, the 
radiative recombination rate Wj. of trapped electrons and holes in 
semiconductors can be written (qualitatively)^^ 
Wr = Wq exp(-2orhe) (11) 
where Wq is typically 10® sec"^, a is the extent of the localized 
electron and hole wavefunctions, and rj^e is the separation of the 
electron and hole. For nonradiative recombination, we have^^»^^ 
^nr = "^0 exp(-2orhe) exp(-Yn) [l-exp(-hw^/kT]-n (12) 
where Vg is typically 10^^ sec"^, n the number of phonons emitted, y a 
constant between 1 and 2, and is the phonon frequency. Since has 
an upper bound, multiple phonons must be released for recombination 
energies greater than the maximum Thus nonradiative recombination is 
most efficient for small recombination energies. On the other hand, 
photon energies are unbounded, and the radiative recombination 
probability increases as as seen in (10). So in solids and molecules, 
electrons in a set of closely spaced energy levels will quickly 
"thermalize" by the emission of phonons to a lower unoccupied level until 
a large energy gap is encountered, where radiative recombination becomes 
more probable. Thus, while a solid may absorb over a very broad band, 
the luminescence usually occurs at the lowest energies seen in 
absorption. 
Luminescence may also be found at energies where no absorption 
occurs. If the lattice distorts around the excitation, new initial and 
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final states are formed for emission, and the emission energy is lower 
than that absorbed. This energy difference is called the Stokes shift. 
Phonons may also be emitted simultaneously with the photon emission, 
giving rise to luminescence characterized by phonon sidebands, at 
energies CiO-nw^, where n is an integer. 
In semiconductors the luminescence is dominated by energies near or 
below the band gap. Carriers excited into the bands will thermalize to 
the band edges. Excitons and carriers at shallow traps are generally 
responsible for the highest energy emissions. Carriers trapped at 
defects such as vacancies, dislocations, impurity ions, and unsatisfied 
(dangling) bonds can give luminescence with energies much less than the 
band gap. Thus luminescence is a useful probe of defects in 
semiconductors. 
2. Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 
For spin polarization to affect a recombination channel, the 
recombination transition itself, or a competing transition, must depend 
on the spin quantum numbers. Since spin selection rules must be 
satisfied in the transition matrix elements for both radiative and 
nonradiative recombination, transitions between spin levels can change 
the intensity, polarization or lifetime of the luminescence. If the 
initial and final states are eigenfunctions of the total spin S^, we have 
6S=0 , since the dipole operators r and y do not mix states of different 
spin. However, spin-orbit coupling can cause mixing between states of 
definite spin, providing for weak transitions that violate ÛS=0, such as 
in the relaxation of triplet excitons to a singlet ground state. But 
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even in this case, the transition rates differ for the different 
substates T+, Tq, T_ because of the different amount of singlet mixing in 
each state.55 
Not all recombination processes are spin dependent. For example, in 
a transition of an electron from an excited state to a lover unoccupied 
state, there is no dependence on the quantum number mg of the electron. 
In the discussion below, we will consider transitions involving two spins 
Si=l/2 and $2=1/2, and assume that the final state is a singlet 
characterized by the total spin S=0. 
Common mechanisms for spin polarization in semiconductors are 
thermalization in a magnetic field,^6 recombination-polarized pairs,^7 
generation-polarized pairs,58 and optical pumping^^ in crystals (which 
will not be considered here). In an optically detected magnetic 
resonance (0DMR)59>60 experiment, the sample is placed in a magnetic 
field and irradiated with microwaves. Electron spin resonance (ESR)^! 
transitions between spin levels can be detected by changes in the 
luminescence intensity, electric field polarization, and decay time. In 
this study we will only concern ourselves with luminescence intensity 
changes. 
a. Thermalized spins If the spins are completely thermalized 
(i.e., and T2 are much shorter than the recombination times), then the 
singlet probability of a spin-spin encounter isr*? 
Ps = ^ (I-PIP2) (13) 
where pi and P2 are the equilibrium polarizations (ps[n+-n_]/[n++n_)) of 
Si and $2. Then, assuming that the triplet recombination rate is zero, 
the recombination rate R is R=RqPs, where Rq is the spin-independent 
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factor in the recombination rate. If under magnetic resonance conditions 
we saturate either the Sj or S2 line, then pi=0 or P2=0, giving Pg=l/4. 
The recombination rate under resonance is then R^. = Rg/A. The maximum 
change in the recombination rate is: 
AR/R = pj^p2« (14) 
For independent spins, we have the simple Hamiltonian 
H = guS-B (15) 
and levels (since Si=S2=l/2) 
E = ±YhB/2 (16) 
where B is the magnetic field,m is the Bohr magneton, g the gyromagnetic 
ratio and Assuming a Boltzmann distribution for noninteracting 
spins, and gi=g2=2, 
ÛR/R = tanh2(wB/kT) (17) 
which is an increase in the recombination rate at resonance. At common 
laboratory fields (3000 G) and at 20K, ÛR/R = (pB/kT)^ « 10"^. 
b. Recombination-polarized pairs Spin polarization may occur in 
the absence of a magnetic field if the recombination rate is spin 
dependent. When the recombination lifetimes are much shorter than spin 
relaxation times there is no net polarization (or magnetic moment) in the 
ensemble of spins. The concept of a correlated pair state becomes 
Important.57 Before recombination, spins and S2 are assumed to form an 
intermediate pair state in which they remain close together. From this 
pair the spins may recombine or dissociate. For simplicity, in the 
discussion that follows we will take the creation rate of singlet pairs 
to be equal to that of the triplet pairs; this ignores the fact that 
there are three triplet states but only one singlet state. If the 
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singlet recombination rate is greater than the triplet rate, then in the 
steady state the number of triplet pairs (N^) is greater than the number 
of singlet pairs (Ng). Although there is no net magnetlzaton In the 
ensemble of spins, the pairs are said to be correlated or polarized, 
since %>Ng. Assuming negligible exchange, magnetic resonance causes 
transitions between the singlet and triplet states, and at 
saturation, causing the average recombination rate to increase. To 
Illustrate this, we consider a simple rate model introduced by Movaghar 
et al.53 for pairs of spins. We assume that the radiative transition is 
spin-dependent with rates Rg and Rij for the singlet and triplet pairs, 
respectively. The nonradiative recombination rate (R*) and the pair 
dissociation rate (d) are taken to be spin-independent, and are combined 
in the rate r=R*+d. The creation rate (C) of triplet and singlet pairs is 
taken to be equal. 
dNg/dt = C - (Rg+r)Ng + W(Nip-Ng) 
dN^/dt = C - (Rx+r)NT - WCN^-Ng) (18) 
where WbMi+Wq is the transition rate between triplet and singlet pairs, 
and is the sum of relaxation (Wq) and microwave Induced (W}) rates. At 
steady state, 
 ^- ffrSi- <"> 
Spin polarization (N>p>Ng) occurs since Rg>R-r. If one of the magnetic 
resonance lines is saturated N^^Ng, and the polarization is 
destroyed. Solving (18) for the luminescence intensity (L=RgNg+RTNT), we 
can form the ratio 
ÙL _ L(WiP^O) - L(Wi=0) 
L - L(Wi=0) (20) 
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which is the relative change of the luminescence intensity at magnetic 
resonance. Solution of equations (18) and (20) gives: 
Wir(RR-RT)2 [(r+2Wn)(Rs+RT)+ 2RqRT]-l . 
L (Wi+Wo)(2r+Rg+RT)+(r+RT)(r+Rg) 
To write the maximum possible change in the PL, we take the limit of 
zero Wq and infinite 
A. m r(Rs-RT)2 
L (Rg+RT+2r)[Rg(RT+r)+RT(Rg+r)]' 
This simple model shows that spin polarization by recombination can be 
much larger than polarization by thermalization. For example, consider 
the case Rg>>RT. If we write a a Rg/r, AL/L=<x/(2+o). For a=l, AL/L=1, 
which is much larger than possible for thermalized pairs. In practice, 
however, AL/L is usually much smaller than one. 
In the model considered here, the radiative channel was assumed to 
be spin-dependent, and the ODMR signal AL/L is positive, or enhancing. 
If the competing nonradiative transition were spin dependent, resonance 
could cause an increase in the nonradiative rate, and AL/L could be 
negative, or quenching. 
If the spins are in very close proximity, interactions such as 
exchange and dipolar coupling will split the singlet level from the 
triplet levels. If the splitting is larger than the microwave energy, 
ESR transitions will occur only between the triplet levels. But since in 
general the amount of spin-orbit coupling to the singlet state is 
different in the substates T+, Tq, T_, the recombination rates will be 
different among such pairs. Then in steady state there will be an 
overpopulation of pairs with the slowest recombination rates. ESR 
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transitions will lead to a more isotropic distribution of pairs, and 
changes in the luminescence similar to those discussed above are 
possible. Triplet state (S=l) ODMR can often be distinguished from S=l/2 
ODMR by consideration of a Hamiltonian®^ governing triplet spins (at 
sites of orthorhombic or lower symmetry): 
H = gjjB-S + DtSgZ-SfS+l)/]] + E(Sx2-Sy2) (23) 
which will cause splittings of the line of the order D and E, the fine 
structure constants. The dependence of these lines on field direction 
can be used to determine D and E and the symmetry of the site.62 
c. Generation-polarized pairs In the above model, we assumed 
that the pairs were formed by the random encounter of spins. If spins 
are excited from a singlet ground state and remain close together, such 
pairs will be predominantly singlet since, with small spin-orbit 
coupling, optical excitation to a triplet state is forbidden. These 
"geminate" pairs can recombine quickly because of their singlet 
character. The effect of magnetic resonance transitions is to cause 
transitions to triplet pairs, thus decreasing the mean recombination 
rate. In this geminate model, if the radiative transition were spin-
dependent, the ODMR signal would be negative. The pair lifetime is 
increased, allowing for dissociation or nonradiative recombination. On 
the other hand, if the nonradiative transition alone were spin-dependent, 
the ODMR signal would be positive. These signs are opposite those 
expected for recombination-polarized pairs. Geminate recombination is 
not commonly observed in semiconductors, but is very important in radical 
pair reactions in chemistry.58 
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3. Nonresonant magnetic field effects (NFE) 
Magnetic fields in the absence of microwave illumination can cause 
large changes in transition rates. Nonresonant effects (NFE) on spin 
polarization can be due to equilibrium polarization changes, coherent 
triplet-singlet transitions, stochastic triplet-singlet transitions 
(relaxation), level crossings and cross relaxation. 
a. Thermalized spins Since the equilibrium polarization of spins 
depends on the strength of the magnetic field, recombination probabilités 
can change with field as discussed in 2) above. Such equilibrium NFE 
increase monotonically with field, and decrease with increasing 
temperature. These effects have been used to study g-values of donors 
and acceptors in various semiconductors.63 
b. Coherent transitions For unthermalized spins, correlated 
pairs are important. If the pair spin Hamlltonian does not commute with 
the pair spin operator S^, states of definite spin are not elgenfunctlons 
of the Hamlltonian and are not stationary. The terms that do not commute 
with can be considered to cause coherent transitions between states of 
definite spin, for example singlet and triplet states. The transitions 
are coherent because the time development of the overall spin state can 
be predicted from a knowledge of the Hamlltonian. Hyperfine coupling, 
for example, has a large effect on recombination of radical pairs.58 As 
the field Increases, the spins decouple from the nuclei; the NFE 
saturates at fields greater than the hyperfine coupling constants. 
Another simple example is the ûg effect:if the g-values of the two 
spins are different, then the Zeeman term B(g]^S2i+g2S22) does not commute 
with S^, and the singlet-triplet transitions Increase without bound as 
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the field increases. 
For a quantitative study of NFE caused by a field-dependent 
Hamiltonian, a density matrix formalism is very helpful. Using for a 
basis the eigenfunctions of (singlet and triplet pair states), the 
density matrix p obeys the equation of motion64,65 
= ^[PiH(B)]p^ + CSp,^, - rpp^ - f(Sjj,s+5g,^,)pp,^, (24) 
H(B) is the spin Hamiltonian, which depends on the magnetic field B. C 
is the pair generation rate, and r is the combined probability of spin-
independent pair recombination or dissociation. R is the spin-dependent 
recombination rate, and the subscript s refers to the singlet state; 
recombination in (24) is assumed to occur only from those states with a 
singlet component. The diagonal elements of p are the occupancy of the 
singlet and triplet states. The creation term is proportional to the 
unit matrix, reflecting the assumption that the pair states are populated 
isotropically by the random encounter of unpolarized pairs.65 
If the spin-dependent channel is radiative, the PL intensity is 
given by the last term of (24): 
Pp^(B) is obtained by solving (24) in the steady state (9p/9t=0) or long­
time limit.65 If H does not commute with (i.e., contains nondiagonal 
elements in this basis), then the first term in (24) will cause 
transitions between spin states, and the luminescence intensity will 
depend on the magnetic field B. 
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c. Stochastic transitions Stochastic transitions can be caused 
by randomly fluctuating magnetic fields, which can originate from the 
motion of the relaxing spin itself, or from the motion of other spins. 
These fluctuations are a common relaxation mechanism®^ for spins of 
hopping electrons or nuclei, and of rotating molecules in liquids. They 
give rise to field-dependent relaxation rates of the form 
1/Ti = f [kxx(^) + kyy(Yfl)] 
I/T2 = Y^lkyyCvB) + kz2(0)] (26) 
where 
kqq(w) = I j!lBq(t)Bq(t+T) a "^"^dr. (27) 
Bq is a component of the (fluctuating) magnetic field, and the bar 
indicates an ensemble average. In the simple case of an exponential 
correlation function (assumed to hold for each component) 
Bq(t)Bq(t+T) = B^ (28) 
we have 
k-
Tq is the mean time between changes in the magnetic field. For a hopping 
spin Tq would be the inverse of the hopping rate. The effect of these 
fluctuations saturates at a field yBg = 00^ cl/Tg, the cutoff frequency in 
the spectral distribution of fluctuations.This explanation is given 
for the NFE in the photoconductivity In amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)67 and 
a-Ge;H^® where the fluctuation is assumed to be due to different 
environments seen by hopping electrons and holes. The luminescence in a-
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SI:H also shows similar effects.5% 
d. Level crossings and cross relaxation For triplet spins, as 
the magnetic field increases, the Tg level (which is split off at zero 
field by the term D in (23)) may cross the T+ or T_ level. Terms 
neglected in (23) cause interactions between the crossing levels, mixing 
the levels and averaging their transition rates. The energy splittings 
in triplet or doublet Hamiltonians may also become resonant with a second 
system not directly involved in the luminescence recombination. Energy 
exchange (cross relaxation) between the two systems allows transitions 
between the triplet or doublet levels.55 
C. Luminescence and ODMR in Conjugated Polymers 
One striking difference between trans-(CH)jj and cis-(CH)jj is that 
band-edge (i.e., with energies near the band gap) photoluminescence (PL) 
is seen in cis-(CH)x, and not in trans-(CH)jj, while photoconductivity is 
seen in trans-(CH)x but not in cis-(CH)x.5 Within the SSH model, a 
photogenerated S+-S" pair is formed in trans-(CH)x which can separate and 
contribute to the photoconductivity.^ But in cis-(CH)x the S+-S~ pair is 
confined can quickly recombine radiatively (luminescence) or 
nonradlatively.5 The PL in cis-(CH)x is a broad band of width 0.2 eV 
peaking at 1.9 eV, and multiple Raman overtones are seen across the band. 
There is a small Stokes shift (0.15 eV) between the onset of the 
excitation and the peak of the emission. Time-resolved PL measurements^^ 
show the lifetime of this PL to be less than the instrumental resolution 
of 9 ps. 
Subgap PL is observed at 1.2 eV in trans-(CH)x and 1.5 eV in cis-
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(CH)x.70 Measurements of the lifetime of the 1.5 eV PL in cis-(CH)x show 
that it is longer lived than the band-edge PL, with time constants of 4 
and 12 ns. The intensity in both materials increases with temperature. 
One explanation^® attributes this PL to emission from an intrinsic gap 
state analagous to the 2^Ag state in finite polyenes. 
Only one conjugated polymer, polydiacetylene (PDA), can be grown in 
single crystals. In crystalline PDA, the luminescence is very weak, and 
is apparently due to defects.?! There is evidence that nonradiative 
transitions increase with chain length, since PL lifetimes and quantum 
efficiencies decrease with increasing polymerization.7% 
Band-edge PL in PT, peaking at about 1.95±0.5 eV, has been reported 
by several groups.Phonon sidebands with spacing ~0.18 eV 
(attributed to the C-C stretching mode) are evident in some studies?^'?^' 
• but others74,76 report only a single broad band. In excitation 
experiments® the PL quantum efficiency exhibits a sharp step-like rise at 
1.95 eV, the peak of the zero phonon PL band. The absence of phonon 
sidebands in the photoexcitation and the lack of a Stokes shift between 
the excitation and emission suggests that the band-edge luminescence is 
due to the recombination of excitons?^. 
In many respects, the band-edge PL in PT is similar to that in cls-
(CH)jj. The PL quantum efficiency is ~10~^, and is nearly temperature 
independent.74 picosecond studies?^ show a decay time of less than 9ps, 
as in cis-(CH)x. 
The observation of an ODMR signal in PT at g=2.003 was reported 
earlier.73,77 The change in the luminescence intensity AL/L = lO"^ was 
reported to be negative, or quenching, based on comparison to the ODMR of 
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an a-Sl:H sample. The ODMR was explained as spin-dependent capture of 
excited spins by the dark ESR centers also at g=2.003. Preliminary 
results of this study have also been reported.78 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Samples Studied 
Four types of samples were studied: a pressed KBr pellet (sample c-
PT) containing approximately 0.25 wt. % FT powder obtained by 
condensation polymerization?^ of 2,5-diiodothiophene; PT films (samples 
e-FT) electrochemically polymerized®^ from dithiophene; films of poly-3-
hexyl thiophene (samples HPT); and films of randomly copolymerized 3-
benzyl-thiophene and 3-hexyl thiophene (samples BHPT). 
All samples were prepared by F. Wudl and coworkers at the Polymer 
Institute of the University of California at Santa Barbara. The most 
detailed experiments were performed on the c-PT sample; the other samples 
were used for comparison. 
The chemical condensation method?^ used in the preparation of c-PT 
typically yields neutral PT chains with 184-188 carbon atoms?^ (46-47 
thiophene rings), or a chain length of approximately 800 A.79 The high 
quality of polymers prepared by this method is evidenced by the low 
absorption below the interband transitions.3*79 ggR measurements?^ give 
a spin density of 66 spin-1/2 defects per million carbon atoms. The g-
value (2.003) is close to the free electron value (2.0023), indicating 
that the defects are in the n electron system.x-ray measurements 
show that the c-PT material is polycrystalline.®^ 
The c-PT sample studied here is the same®^ sample used for previous 
PL, ODMR, and photoinduced absorption experiments.®»?^'?? 
The e-PT films were synthesized electrochemically from dithiophene®^ 
on conducting indium tin oxide coated glass. The electrolyte was LiF^BO^ 
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In acetyl nitrile (CHgCN).^^ As formed, they are heavily p-doped with 
BF4- ions; they are undoped by shorting the electrochemical cell. 
HPT and BHPT, whose structures are shown in Figure 5, differ from 
FT in the substitution of a hexyl or benzyl group for a hydrogen in the 
thiophene ring. They are examples of poly(3-alkylthiophene) (P3AT). 
Polymerization®^ of 3-alkylthiophene was carried out electrochemically, 
as with e-PT, but in this case, the electrolyte was BU4NCIO4 in 
nitrobenzene (CHgCN),^^ leaving the films doped with CIO4-; they were 
subsequently undoped. In BHPT the side group varies randomly between 
benzyl and hexyl. The ratio of hexyl to benzyl incorporation is unknown, 
but the hexyl group is expected to predominate.®^ The addition of the 
large alkyl side group makes the polymer soluble in common organic 
s o l v e n t s , e n a b l i n g  t h e m  t o  b e  c a s t  a s  f i l m s  o n  g l a s s . H P T  i n  
solution has an average chain length of approximately 300 rings,85 or 
almost 10 times the length estimated for c-PT. The band-edge absorption 
is sharper and the below-edge absorption even lower than polycrystalline 
chemically coupled films such as c-PT.85 The HPT and BHPT films in this 
study were neutral cast films. 
B. Experimental Apparatus and Methods 
The experimental apparatus used is shown schematically in Figure 6. 
For all measurements, the samples were mounted in an Oxford Instruments 
ESR900 helium gas flow cryostat, which allowed measurements from 4.2 K to 
room temperature. Coarse temperature control was achieved by adjusting 
the He flow; an Oxford Instruments 3120 Temperature Controller supplied a 
heating coil for fine control. The cryostat was fitted to a TE102 
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Fig. 5. The structure of poly(3-alkylthiophene) (P3AT); X shows the 
position of the alkyl side group. The sidegroups (X) of 
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (HPT) and poly(3-benzylthiophene) (BHPT) 
are also shown 
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus 
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rectangular microwave cavity with resonance near 9.4 GHz. The sample was 
attached with teflon tape to a teflon holder, which positioned the sample 
in the center of the cavity. In the sample region, the cryostat walls 
were made of quartz, allowing transmission of visible and near Infrared 
light. 
The cavity was located in the gap of an iron core magnet. A 
Nicholet 535 signal averager controlled the magnet current. Colls 
located in the walls of the cavity were used for field modulation from 50 
Hz to 100 kHz. A conventional ESR spectrometer (Bruker 220D SR) was used 
for ESR and light-induced ESR (LESR) measurements. This spectrometer 
also provided microwaves for ODMR and field modulation for ODMR and NFE 
experiments. 
The sample was excited with an unfocused laser beam from an argon, 
krypton, helium-neon, or Rhodamine (R6G)'dye laser pumped by the argon 
laser. 
Unless indicated otherwise, all measurements were taken at 20K, with 
excitation energy 2.41 eV and field modulation frequency 500 Hz. 
1. Photoluminescence (PL) 
The cavity face was usually removed when measuring the PL spectrum, 
and the unfocused laser beam was directed by mirrors to the sample. 
Light from the sample was collected by a lens close to the sample and 
refocused by a second lens on a Bausch and Lomb monochromator. PL from 
the cavity, teflon sample holder and possibly the cryostat was observed. 
But this PL was much weaker than the PL of the samples and could be 
neglected. 
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The grating monochromator (300 lines/mm) had a resolution of about 
30 meV at slit widths of 0.5 mm, as judged by the width measured (in 
first order) of the 5145 A line of the Ar laser. To avoid the laser 
light scattered internally in the monochromator, various filters that 
absorbed strongly at the laser wavelengths were placed before the 
entrance slit. The light was detected by a Silicon Detector Corporation 
SD444 red-enhanced photodiode operated in the photovoltaic mode. A 
rotating blade chopper periodically interrupted the laser beam, and the 
detector output in phase with this periodic excitation was lock-in 
detected. The output of the lock-in amplifier was sent to the signal 
averager. The spectral response of the monochromator-detector system 
(with and without filter) was determined in two independent ways. First, 
the uncorrected response of the system to the light of a 100 W tungsten-
halogen lamp was divided by the typical output spectrum published by the 
supplier of the lamp. The lamp was removed from its housing during the 
measurement to minimize the effect of selective absorption and reflection 
of the housing. In the second method, the lamp light was passed through 
a different monochromator to select a narrow band. The intensity of this 
light was measured by a Spectra-Physics 404 power meter whose factory 
calibration was still certified. The uncorrected response of the filter-
monochromator-detector system was divided by the input intensity (as 
determined by the power meter) to yield a corrected response. The 
results of the two methods differed only by a few percent. The PL 
spectra were corrected by dividing by this response curve. 
The wavelength setting of the monochromator was smoothly advanced by 
a McPherson stepping motor driver. An Apple lie computer controlled both 
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the driver and the address advance of the signal averager. 
2. Optically detected magnetic resonance 
Slits in the cavity face of width and separation 0.6 mm provided 
optical access during ODMR measurements. In most measurements, to 
increase the sensitivity, the monochromator was not used; instead, the PL 
was focused directly on the filter and detector, giving a measurement 
integrated over the PL band. The full microwave power available (200mW) 
was employed for the ODMR. ODMR was detected by modulating the magnetic 
field and sweeping the field through resonance, while detecting (with the 
lock-in amplifier) PL intensity changes in phase with the modulation. 
Such field modulation measurements give the derivative of the intensity 
change with field. External control of the Bruker field modulation 
amplitude (Hmoj) and frequency (f^od) allowed the use of low frequencies 
(typically between 50 and 500 Hz) in the ODMR and ML experiments. The 
integrated PL (L) was obtained under identical conditions as the ODMR by 
inserting the chopper in the beam path and using the chopper, rather than 
the field modulation, as the lock-in reference. 
The absolute sign of the ODMR (PL enhancing or quenching) cannot be 
obtained from derivative measurements. To determine the ODMR sign 
directly, the integrated PL intensity was monitored with the lock-in and 
chopper while the field (without field modulation) was swept through 
resonance. 
A relative intensity change at the resonance peak (AL/L) was 
obtained from this direct measurement, and was used to calibrate the 
derivative ODMR signals. Since the lineshape appeared to remain 
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essentially unchanged in the experiments performed, features of the 
derivative signals could be used to extract AL/L without integration. 
The relation used was: 
^mod the field modulation amplitude, peak to peak, ÛHpp is the 
separation of the derivative peaks in the ODMR, and C=l.l is a constant 
lineshape factor derived from comparing the direct measurement to a 
derivative measurement under identical conditions. ODMR spectra were 
integrated by an internal function of the signal averager. The 
derivative zero was adjusted to give a zero baseline in the integral. 
To measure the spectral dependence of the ODMR, the luminescence was 
dispersed through the monochromator. To obtain an adequate signal over 
the noise, the slits were opened to four times (2 mm) the value used in 
the PL experiments. The field modulation amplitude was about 16 G, thus 
giving a broadened ODMR lineshape. This ODMR signal was measured at the 
center and at high and low wavelength points in the PL band to see that 
the (broadened) line width and position were uniform across the band. 
The field was set at a peak in the ODMR derivative spectrum, and the 
monochromator setting was scanned across the PL band. Long time 
constants were employed. The PL was also measured under identical 
conditions for direct comparison. 
In excitation experiments, the PL, nonresonant field effects, and 
ODMR signal amplitudes were measured as the laser photon (Eg^) energy was 
changed. For photons with energy less than 2.41 eV, the filter used to 
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block the laser light also filtered out that part of the PL band with 
wavelength shorter than 780 nm. For these energies the data were scaled 
to correct for the filtered PL signal. The laser power was measured by 
the laser control meters and the Spectra-Physics 404 power meter. 
3. Nonresonant field effects 
The NFE experiments were similar to ODMR experiments. Since no 
microwaves were used, the cavity face was removed. Large field 
modulation amplitudes (23 G) were usually used. In most measurements, 
fmod vas 500 Hz. 
When NFE derivative spectra were integrated, the derivative zero was 
determined by taking an identical measurement with zero modulation field. 
The low field settings were checked with a rotating coil gaussmeter. 
With zero magnet current, the remanent field was found to be 32 G. For 
measurements below 32 G, coils on the pole faces provided a cancelling 
field. 
4. Frequency dependence of ODMR 
The bandwidth of the Si photodetector was measured by its response 
to the switching of a light emitting diode (LED). A feedback resistor R 
determined the bandwidth as well as the gain of the detector. Using an 
oscilloscope and the detector at low R, the switching of the LED was 
observed to follow a square-wave pattern for frequencies as high as 40 
kHz. R was then increased, and for R=10^ to 10^ S, the detector response 
was seen to behave as the capacitor voltage of an RC circuit with an 
effective capacitance of about 9 pF. For the R used, the time constant T 
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was about 6psec. For a slnusoldally driven RC circuit, the amplitude of 
the response r, varies with frequency w as 
r « (1+w?i:2)-1/2. (32a) 
This response function was used to correct the measurements at the 
highest frequencies. It became significant only for frequencies above 10 
kHz. 
By measuring the amplitude of the ESR in DPPH, the response of the 
lock-in (with wide-band settings) was determined to be flat from 50 Hz to 
32 kHz. The field modulation amplitude was measured by the broadening of 
the DPPH ESR spectrum. The amplitude varied by as much as 30% from 50 Hz 
to 20 kHz, and the measurements were corrected for this variation. 
To account for phase shifts with frequency, the ODMR signals Vj and 
V2 were measured at phases $1 and $2=*l+'^2, and the signal amplitude V 
was taken as 
V = (Vi? + V22)l/2. (32b) 
Vi and V2 were measured at the field of a peak in the derivative ODMR. 
To test the sign of the phase shift of the lock-in detector, an R-C 
circuit was used to introduce a phase shift relative to a reference 
signal. A decrease in the lock-in phase for maximum detection 
corresponded to a longer time constant. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Photoluminescence 
In Figures 7-9 we show the normalized PL spectra of c-PT, e-PT and 
HPT at 20K and near room temperature; these have been corrected for 
monochromator and detector response, but not for reabsorption of the PL 
in the sample. The excitation energy (Eg*) was 2.41 eV. The PL spectra 
exhibit phonon sidebands at both temperatures, with spacing of about 0.18 
eV, which shift to higher energies as the temperature is raised. These 
features have been reported previously for c-PT.73*7? However, both the 
positions of the peaks and the center of gravity of the broad band are 
different for different samples. 
When detection system corrections are taken into account, the center 
of gravity of the PL spectrum of c-PT (Figure 7) is about 1.65 eV, and 
the 1.95 eV peak is much smaller than the one at 1.78 eV. This is in 
contrast to previous measurements?^'?? (assumed to be performed on the 
same c-PT sample as studied here^^ jn which the center of gravity was 
near 1.8 eV, and the intensity of the 1.95 and 1.78 eV peaks was 
comparable. 
The PL spectra of e-PT (Figure 8) are much closer to the published 
results for c-PT.77 The center of gravity is near 1.8 eV and the two 
high energy peaks are of nearly the same intensity. The phonon peaks are 
slightly blue-shifted (~40 meV) from those of c-PT. 
In HPT (Figure 9), the center of gravity of the PL is about 1.7 eV. 
The phonon peaks are red-shifted (~90 meV) from those of c-PT. The PL 
spectrum of BHPT is almost identical to that of HPT, and is not shown 
here. 
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Fig. 9- Corrected PL spectra of HPT at 20K and 243K (Egx=2.41 eV). The spectra of BHPT are almost 
identical to those shown here 
The integrated PL intensity in these samples (as measured by 
focusing all the PL on the detector) shows little change with 
temperature. In BHPT, no change in the intensity between 20 K and 290 K 
was observed. In HPT, the integrated PL at 290 K is 90% of that at 20 K, 
while in c-PT and e-PT the PL intensity at 290 K is about 70% of that at 
20 K. However, in all samples the phonon peaks weaken or broaden 
considerably as the temperature is raised. 
The PL efficiency at 20 K of all four materials appears to be nearly 
identical (to within 20-30%), as judged by the integrated PL intensity 
from thick samples with 5145Â excitation. Such a crude measurement 
neglects differences in reabsorption in the samples, or differences in 
reflection or scattering. 
B. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance 
The derivative ODMR spectrum of c-PT at 35K is shown in Figure 10a 
The position of the line and the measured microwave frequency yield 
g=2.003. The sign of the ODMR was determined by the direct measurement 
of the PL intensity as a function of magnetic field. As seen in Figure 
10b, the ODMR change is PL enhancing, in contrast to the sign reported 
previously, which was referenced to an a-Si:H sample assumed to have an 
enhancing ODMR.73*77 The fractional change in the PL intensity (ÛL/L) is 
about 1.5x10"^. 
The spectral dependence of the ODMR in c-PT is shown in Figure 11 
together with the PL which was measured under identical conditions. The 
spectra shown are uncorrected for detection response. However, when 
corrected, the peak position is still near 1.65 eV. To improve the 
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Fig. 10. ODMR in c-PT. (a) The derivative ODMR spectrum of c-PT at 35 K. (b) Direct measurement of 
the enhancing ODMR at 35 K, yielding ÛL/L=1.5xlO-3. Egx=2.41 eV, fmod=500 Hz 
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Fig. 11. Spectral dependence of the ODMR at 20 K, which shows that the ODMR comes from a broad band 
peaking between 1.6 and 1.7 eV. The phonon sidebands are absent in the ODMR. Also shown 
is the PL measured under identical conditions. These spectra are uncorrected for system 
response. Egx=2.41 eV, fmod=500 Hz, HQod=16 G 
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signal over the noise, the monochromator slits were opened to four times 
their usual setting. Despite the poor resolution, this measurement 
clearly shows that the ODMR originates from a broad band peaking near 
1.65-1.7 eV, rather than from the PL band containing the phonon 
sidebands. A similar experiment was also performed at 4.5 to 5 K; the 
result was identical to Figure 11. 
The ODMR efficiency (ÛL/L) in c-PT shows a strong dependence on 
exciting laser wavelength. Figure 12 shows that the efficiency 
increases by a factor of about 5 as the photon energy increases from 1.8 
to 2.1 eV, the range covered by the krypton and dye lasers. There is no 
observable change above 2.4 eV, as determined by using the argon laser 
lines. No correction for absorption or reflection factors is needed in 
6L/L. The excitation dependence of the PL itself is also included for 
the argon, krypton and HeNe lines. We note that the PL efficiency is 
higher for subgap excitation (Eg=2.0-2.2^) than for above-gap excitation. 
This is in contrast to the excitation dependence previously reported for 
c-pt73,77 in which the PL efficiency Increases by a factor of 5 in a 
sharp step at 1.96 eV. 
The PL integrated intensity (L) rises almost linearly with laser 
intensity (I), as shown in Figure 13. Slight deviations from linearity 
(dotted line in Figure 13) are seen for I>10 mU. The ODMR (AL/L) 
efficiency for I>~20 mW increases only slightly with I. 
The derivative ODMR spectra of c-PT, e-PT, HPT and BHPT are shown in 
Figure 14. The different signal to noise ratios seen in Figure 14 do not 
reflect the relative magnitudes (which,will be shown in Figure 24) of the 
signals. All the spectra have similar peak-to-peak widths (AHpp) of 
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about 10 to 12 G, and are centered near g=2.003. As can be seen from 
both the derivative and integral spectra, all the lines are asymmetric. 
This is most evident in the derivative specta of HPT and BHPT. 
These spectra can be decomposed into contributions from two separate 
ODMR lines. This decomposition is possible because of the different 
dynamical behavior of the two lines. In the field modulation detection 
employed, the phase introduced into the reference channel must be 
adjusted to maximize the detection. The output V of the lock-in detector 
may be written®^ 
V = VoCOs(.frd+*s) (33) 
where i|)g is the phase of the first harmonic of the modulated signal. To 
determine the phase of maximum signal ( 'I'd+'f's = 0) the detector phase is 
usually adjusted to a minimum signal (•d+'I's = ±it/2), or quadrature. If 
the signal is a superposition of several signals with different phases 
it is not possible to find a quadrature phase at which the detector 
output is zero. However, the phase may be adjusted so that the ith 
signal disappears at i|)j=n/2-i|)g^. 
The ODMR of BHPT at three lock-in phases near quadrature is shown in 
Figure 15. There is evidence for two components in the line, one broad 
and one narrow. Such near-quadrature spectra are seen in all of the four 
systems c-PT, e-PT, HPT and BHPT. In each case fgbroad > ^^narrow. 
Each line was resolved by measuring the ODMR at the phase where the 
other vanished. These spectra are shown in Figures 16 and 17 for e-PT 
and HPT, respectively. The narrow and broad lines are both asymmetric. 
Both e-PT and HPT show a difference between the g-values of the narrow 
and broad components of about 1-1.5 G, implying 6g=6xlO"^. A comparison 
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Fig. 15. Derivative ODHR spectra of BHPT showing the different phase dependence of the two ODMR 
lines at three different phases (*) near quadrature. Egjj=2.41 eV, fmQj=500 Hz, HgQg=16 G 
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Fig. 16. Decomposition of the ODMR in e-PT into two lines, (a) Full 
(two-line) derivative ODMR spectrum near the detection phase 
for maximum signal amplitude, (b) Narrow ODMR component 
measured at the phase where the broad component vanishes, (c) 
Broad ODMR component measured at the phase where the narrow 
component vanishes, (d) Comparison of the numerically 
integrated spectra of (a),(b), and (c). Egx=2"41 eV, fmod=5000 
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Fig. 17. Decomposition of the ODMR in HPT into two lines, (a) Full 
(two-line) derivative ODMR spectrum near the detection phase 
for maximum signal amplitude, (b) Narrow ODMR component 
measured at the phase where the broad component vanishes, (c) 
Broad ODMR component measured at the phase where the narrow 
component vanishes, (d) Comparison of the numerically 
integrated spectra of (a),(b), and (c). Egx«2.41 eV, fmod^^OOO 
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of the widths ÛHpp shows that although the broad lines have width ÛHpp~16 
G in both e-PT and HPT, the narrow line in HPT is narrower (ÛHpp~5 G) 
than that of e-PT (ÛHpp~7 G). This accounts for the better resolved 
structure in the derivative ODMR of HPT. We show in Figure 18 an 
approximation of the derivative lineshape of HPT formed by the addition 
of the two resolved lines with amplitudes narrow/broad = 1.1 (peak-peak 
heights). 
The observed phase shifts indicate that characteristic times of 
order 10"^ to lOr^ sec are important in the ODMR. To confirm this, we 
measured the ODMR amplitude as a function of modulation frequency (fmod)' 
In all samples the ODMR signal decreases with increasing f^od seen in 
Figure 19. Yet the signals in HPT and BHPT are attenuated more rapidly 
at higher f^gj than in c-PT and e-PT. 
The saturation of the ODMR with increasing microwave power depends 
on f|nod* Figure 20 shows the saturation curves in HPT normalized to 200 
mW for 50, 500 and 5000 Hz. From 10 to 200 mW, saturation is approached 
more quickly for the higher frequencies. At powers less than 20 mW, the 
behavior is more complicated, as seen in the log-log plot of Figure 21. 
At low microwave powers the 5000 Hz signal declines the fastest. 
Dark ESR and LESR^^ signals also have g-values near g=2.003. In 
Figure 22 we show the derivative spectra of the ODMR, ESR, and LESR 
signals of c-PT, taken under similar conditions. The LESR is narrower 
than the ESR, and is shifted by about 1 G to higher fields (vertical line 
on the right in Figure 22), as previously reported.3% The ODMR envelope 
in c-PT is centered at about the same field as the ESR. 
In BHPT (Figure 23), the ESR line was found to be distorted at low 
en 
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Fig. 18. An approximation of the full derivative lineshape of HPT formed by the addition of the two 
resolved lineshapes in figures 17b and 17c, with amplitudes narrow/broad=l.l (peak-to-
peak heights). It compares reasonably well with the actual derivative lineshape in 
figures 17a and 14 
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Fig. 22. Magnetic resonance line positions in c-PT. Note that the 
center of the dark ESR and the (two-line) ODMR are at a field 
about 1 G lower than the center of the LESR (right-hand 
vertical line). T=20 K, Eex=2.41 eV, fn,od=500 Hz 
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Fig. 23. Magnetic resonance line positions in BHPT. Note that the 
centers of the LESR and dark ESR are at the same field. The 
(two-line) ODMR is shifted to fields lower than the LESR and 
ESR by about one G (left-hand vertical line). T=70 K, Eex=2.41 
eV, fmod=500 Hz 
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temperatures (perhaps due to very long relaxation times), and so the 
measurement was performed at 70 K. No shift in line positions was seen 
between 20 and 70 K. The ESR and LESR are at nearly the same field (the 
vertical line on the right in Figure 23), and the ODMR is found at fields 
lower by about 1 G. The ESR and LESR in BHPT are narrower (ÛHpp~4 G) 
than in c-PT (ÛHpp~8 G). 
In c-PT, e-PT and BHPT the light induced spin signal at 20 K is of 
the same order of magnitude as the dark ESR, and even after the laser 
illumination has stopped, the signal strength at 20 K is unchanged after 
30 minutes. We note however, that the measurement was performed near 
saturation, so the signal may not be a measure of the spin density. 
The temperature dependence of the ODMR is shown in Figure 24. In c-
FT the llneshape (measured with small modulation fields) was observed not 
to change with increasing temperature, at least up to 180 K. In Figure 
24 the ODMR was overmodulated (Hmod~16 G) for better signal to noise. 
The measurement was performed at the same lock-in phase as used for the 
lowest temperatures. The phase was occasionally checked to see that 
phase changes with temperature did not affect the measurement. HPT has 
the largest relative ODMR signal (AL/L) at all temperatures. Compared to 
the other samples, the ODMR in c-PT decreases most rapidly at high 
temperatures. 
C. Nonresonant Magnetic Field Effects 
The nonresonant magnetic field effects (NFE) on the 
photoluminescence in PT and P3AT show three general features, all of 
which are Illustrated in c-PT. Figure 25 shows the NFE at 6K in c-PT, 
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Fig. 25. Nonresonant field effects (NFE) in c-PT. (a) The derivative NFE (dL/dH) at 6 K and 
excitation energy 2.41 eV includes broad quenching and enhancing effects, as well as sharp 
peaks. The dashed line indicates a linear extrapolation of the 500 G effect, (b) 
Numerical integration (L(H)) of (a). Left axis: arbitrary units; the zero refers to the 
zero of dL/dH. In this spectrum, coils on the cavity face were used to cancel the 
remanent field (32 G). The lowest field in the spectrum is -lOG 
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with 2.41 eV excitation energy. The features can be most easily 
distinguished in the integrated spectrum L(H) in Figure 25b. From 0 to 
~40 G, the overall NFE is quenching, i.e., the magnetic field reduces the 
PL intensity. Beyond 40 G, an enhancing effect dominates, increasing the 
PL intensity until it saturates near 500-700 G. Two sharp peaks also 
appear at 110 and 220 G. These peaks are particularly dramatic in the 
derivative spectrum of Figure 25a. 
The enhancing effect can be shown to be separate from the other two 
features: the quenching effect and the peaks. This separation is seen 
in three experiments: excitation energy dependence, temperature 
dependence, and lock-in phase dependence. 
In Figure 26 we show the NFE of c-PT when lower energy photons (1.8 
eV) are used to excite the PL. The enhancing effect has disappeared; 
only the quenching effect and the peaks remain. A schematic integral of 
the derivative NFE is shown Figure 26b. We will refer hereafter to this 
quenching effect, which saturates near 100 G, as the 100 G effect. When 
higher energy photons are used (to 2.6 eV), the spectrum is unchanged 
from Figure 25, where 2.4 eV photons were used. 
The temperature dependence of the NFE was measured at only one 
excitation energy, 2.4 eV (this photon energy was also used for all the 
NFE measurements described below). When the temperature increases to 
150K the 100 G quenching effect and the peaks disappear as seen in Figure 
27. The derivative spectrum at 150K can be described as a nearly 
straight line from 33 G to ~400 G that bends to become horizontal when it 
meets the zero near 500 G. Thus the integral saturates near 500 G. 
Hereafter we will refer to this enhancing effect as the 500 G effect. 
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Fig. 26. NFE in c-PT for T=20 K, .8 eV. (a) Derivative NFE (dL/dH). (b) Schematic integral 
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Fig. 27. NFE in c-PT for T=150 K, Eex=2.41 eV. (a) Derivative NFE (dL/dH). The dashed line 
indictes the nearly linear behavior between 33 and -400 G of dL/dH. (b) Numerical 
integration (L(H)) of (a). The peaks and 100 G effect have disappeared; only the 
enhancing effect (500 G effect) is seen at this temperature. Left axis: arbitrary units; 
the zero refers to the zero of dL/dH 
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At T > 150K the 100 G effect and the peaks reappear, but are now 
both inverted, as seen in the NFE at 290K in Figure 28. The 100 G effect 
manifests itself in the derivative by a departure from a linear behavior 
for H less than ~100 G. 
A phase separation of these features was performed (similar to that 
done to resolve the components of the ODMR). At 2100 Hz the phases are: 
(|,gl00 G effect , ^^500 G effect _ 170 ^ 50. ^^peaks _ <j)g500 G effect 
- 43" ±10°. 
The peaks in c-PT at 110 and 220 G are narrower than they appear in 
the previous figures, where a modulation amplitude of 23 G peak-to-peak 
was used. Using a modulation amplitude of 2 G at 13K reveals that the 
width ÛHpp of both peaks is 7-8 G. Although the measurement was noisy, 
the peaks appear to be symmetric. Both peaks also have the same 
amplitude, representing an enhancement (above the broad effects) in the 
PL Intensity of AL/Lel.6xlO"4, or about one tenth that of the ODMR. In 
Figure 29 the temperature dependence of the peaks is compared with the 
100 G effect in c-PT. The effects (arbitrary units) are scaled to their 
magnitude at 50 K, and the sign of the peaks (enhancing at low T) is 
reversed for easier comparison with the 100 G effect. 
The spectral dependence (Figure 30) of the NFE in c-PT was measured 
for the 110 G peak and the 500 G effect. The field was set at a maximum 
in the 110 G peak derivative (100 G) for the former, and midway between 
the peaks (175 G) for the latter. Both uncorrected NFE spectra are 
nearly identical, but are slightly red-shifted (by about 20-30 meV) 
relative to the spectral dependence of the ODMR (Figure 11). 
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Fig, 28. NFE in c-PT for T=290 K, Egx=2.41 eV. (a) Derivative NFE (dL/dH). (b) Numerical 
integration (L(H)) of (a). For T>150 K, the peaks and 100 G effect reappear with the sign 
opposite of that seen in Figures 25 and 26. The dashed line is an extrapolation of the 
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are shown in Figures 31-33. Although some features are similar to the 
NFE of c-PT, there are some important differences. The most noticeable 
difference is that the peaks seen in c-PT at 110 and 220 G are absent in 
these samples. In e-PT (Figure 31), the enhancing effect is relatively 
less important, and the NFE is net quenching at low fields until H=85 G. 
Near saturation, the derivative crosses the zero line at about 430 G. 
In BHPT (Figure 32), the 500 G effect is also relatively weak, but 
does not saturate until a field greater than 500 G is reached. HPT 
(Figure 33) shows a very strong enhancing (500 G) effect, and the 
derivative (dL/dH) is positive between 0 and 100 G, in contrast to the 
NFE in the other samples. The quenching 100 G effect is nevertheless 
easily visible in the derivative NFE, where dL/dH decreases rapidly as H 
decreases below 100 G. The 500 G effect is seen to saturate near 700 G 
where the derivative crosses the zero line. A very weak but reproducible 
peak structure at 310 G is seen in the derivative NFE of HPT (Figure 
33a). The peak in HPT at 310 G has a width of 30-40 G, and magnitude 
6L/L=6xlO"^. We cannot rule out the presence of peaks of similar 
magnitude in the other samples, since they could be below the noise. 
To express the temperature dependence of these features, the 
separate contributions to the derivative at 33 G, dL/dH(H=33G) are taken 
as measures of the strength of the 100 G and 500 G effects. As seen in 
Figure 27a, the derivative 500 G effect at 150K is almost linear from 33 
G to about 400 G. At other temperatures, such a straight line was drawn 
through the derivative NFE, which fit well as a baseline between about 
100 and 400 G, as illustrated in Figures 25a and 28a. The difference 
between this line and the derivative zero was taken as the contribution 
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Fig. 31. NFE in e-PT for T=20 K, Egx=2.41 eV. (a) Derivative NFE (dL/dH). (b) Numerical 
integration (L(H)) of (a). Left axis: arbitrary units; the zero refers to the zero of 
dL/dH 
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Fig. 32. Derivative NFE (dL/dH) in BHPT for T=20 K, Egjj=2.41 eV. Left axis: arbitrary units 
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Fig. 33. NFE in HPT for T-20 K, Egjj—2.41 eV. (a) Derivative NFE (dL/dH). The arrow points to a 
weak PL enhancing structure 30-40 G wide at 310 G. (b) Numerical integration (L(H)) of 
(a). Left axis: arbitrary units; the zero refers to the zero of dL/dH 
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dL/dH(H=33G) for the 500 G effect. The difference between the NFE 
derivative at 33 G and the extrapolated line was taken as the 
contribution dL/dH(H=33G) for the 100 G effect. The measurement was 
taken with the phase used for lower temperatures. The phase was 
occasionally checked for changes with temperature. Only HPT showed large 
changes in phase between 20 and 250 K. 
Figure 34 shows the dependence on temperature of the 100 G effect in 
all four materials (in HPT the NFE was measured only at 20 and 250 K). 
In e-PT the 100 G effect inverts with temperature as it does in c-PT, but 
the inversion occurs at about 120 K rather than 150 K. In BHPT and HPT 
the 100 G effect does not invert, but decreases steadily with 
temperature. 
The 500 G effect shows a distinct temperature dependence in each 
sample. As seen in Figure 35, the 500 G effect in e-PT decreases rapidly 
with increasing temperature, while in c-PT it is nearly unaffected until 
T is greater than 150 K. The enhancing 500 G effect in BHPT, visible at 
20 K, disappears by 50K. At 20 K the 500 G effect in HPT is five times 
as large as that of c-PT and e-PT, and about 10 times as large as that of 
BHPT. By 250 K, the effect in HPT is comparable to that in e-PT. 
We summarize here the main results of this section. The excitation 
dependence was measured only in HPT and c-PT, at 20K: The 500 G effect 
disappears as Eg^ is decreased to 1.8 eV. The 100 G effect and the peaks 
in c-PT also decrease for Eg^ less than the band gap, but much more 
slowly. The temperature dependence was measured in all samples, with 
Egx=2.41 eV: At low T the 100 G effect is quenching in all samples. In 
c-PT and e-PT, the 100 G effect disappears and then becomes enhancing 
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when T Is greater than -120-150 K. In the P3AT samples the 100 G effect 
does not change sign with increasing temperature, at least up to 250K. 
The peaks in c-PT are enhancing at low temperatures, and change sign with 
temperature as does the 100 G effect. The peak in HPT was too weak to 
study at higher temperatures. The 500 G effect is always enhancing, but 
the temperature dependence of its magnitude varies greatly among the 
samples (see Figure 34). The spectral dependence of the NFE in c-PT was 
very similar to that of the ODMR. Besides their differences in 
excitation and temperature dependence, the NFE features in c-PT were 
shown to have different lock-in detection phases. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
A. Photoluminescence 
The PL band we observed In c-PT is quite different from the 
previously published spectrum'?^*?? even though the c-PT is assumed to be 
the same®2 sample used in those experiments. The corrected PL peaks near 
1.65 eV rather than near 1.9 eV, and the phonon sidebands are less 
pronounced. The PL excitation profile (Figure 12) also does not show the 
sharp step (by a factor of 5) in the PL efficiency at 1.95 eV reported by 
Vardeny et al.73*7? In our experiments, the PL efficiency in fact shows 
a slight decline between 1.93 and 2.4 eV. This suggests that the broad 
band seen in the present work in c-PT is an entirely different PL band 
from that studied earler. Changes in the sample due to ageing or laser 
irradiation (unfocused laser beam of up to 600 mU) may have shifted the 
PL Intensity from the excitonic spectrum that includes the phonon 
sidebands, to a broad peak that may underlie the spectra?^'?? previously 
reported. 
Since e-PT and the P3AT samples (BHPT and HPT) are formed 
electrochemically, and have a similar age and sample history, their 
comparison may be more useful. The e-PT spectrum is very similar to the 
published results for c-PT.73'77 The spectra of BHPT and HPT are nearly 
identical. Although the absorption onset for neutral HPT is higher (2.2 
ev88) than the onset in the e-PT material (~2.0 eV^^), both the phonon 
peaks and the center of gravity of the HPT band are at lower energies. 
In e-PT the highest energy peak is at 1.97-1.98 eV, while the highest 
energy peak in HPT is at 1.85 eV. If these peaks are due to exclton^S 
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recombination and phonon replicas, then the exclton energy Is much 
further from the band edge In P3AT than in e-PT, Implying a larger 
exciton binding energy. 
The observation of (nearly) temperature-independent PL intensities, 
as reported here, is not common in traditional semiconductors', where the 
nonradiative recombination is usually activated.89 We note that the PL 
intensity in cls-(CH)jj is also insensitive to temperature.5 For a gap of 
2.2 eV in c-PT^, PL bands between 1.65 and 1.85 eV could originate from 
carriers trapped in defect states -0.1-0.5 eV from the conduction and 
valence bands. If nonradiative decay required thermal reexcitation to 
the band states, the PL intensity would be only weakly temperature 
dependent between 4 and 300 K. Although this explanation is plausible, 
it is only speculative at the present. 
B. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance 
The magnitude of the ODMR signal at 20 K (AL/LsslO"^ to lO"^) is much 
larger than the change expected for thermalized spins which is of the 
order 10"^ (see equation (17)). In addition, the decrease of the ODMR 
signal with temperature does not follow the l/T^ behavior expected for 
thermalized spins.5? Thus the large spin correlation is probably due to 
pair polarization by recombination or generation processes. Spin-lattice 
or spin-spin relaxation generally increase with temperature, and could 
account for the decrease in AL/L with increasing temperature, since they 
decrease the pair polarization. Increasing spin independent 
recombination or pair dissociation rates would also decrease the pair 
polarization and the ODMR, as seen in equation (19). 
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The observation that the ODMR is PL enhancing does not support the 
model previously proposed?^'?? for the ODMR. This model assumed PL 
quenching ODMR, and assigned the spin-dependent channel to the 
nonradiative capture of unthermalized photocarriers at the dark ESR 
centers (also near g=2.003). 
The fact that the g-value of the ODMR is nearly identical to the g-
value of the dark ESR centers is not convincing evidence that the latter 
are involved in the ODMR. Light induced^^ and doping induced spins^^ 
(both tentatively assigned to the creation of polarons) have g-values 
very close but not equal to that of the dark ESR. We can see from 
Figures 22 and 23 that the ODMR, LESR and ESR all have g-values within 
10-4 each other. Even though in c-PT the ODMR signal appears to lie 
closest to the ESR, in BHFT both the ESR and LESR signals are at higher 
fields than the ODMR. Then, if we were to judge from the line positions 
alone, we would conclude that the dark ESR centers do not participate in 
the ODMR, since in BHPT they do not have the same g-values. 
If we assume that the pairs are formed by the random encounter of 
spins, the enhancing ODMR indicates that the PL radiative transition 
itself, rather than a competing transition, is spin-dependent. Then the 
spectral dependence of the ODMR in c-PT shows that the states occupied by 
the spins are separated by about 1.65-1.7 eV. One attractive explanation 
for the ODMR in PT is the photogeneration and radiative recombination of 
polarons. Since both P+ and P" carry spin 1/2, the transition 
P+ + P- = 2P0 + hv (34) 
is spin-dependent (see Figure 36b). 
We can estimate the splitting 2(A\jp of the polaron levels expected 
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2cjq = 1.6- 1.7eV s 
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Fig. 36. Polaron recombination, (a) The equilibrium gap level 
splittings of excitations in the continuum SSH model as a 
function of the confinement parameter T, for the possible level 
occupation numbers (n+-n_). (n+-n_)=-l applies to P+ and P", 
while (n+-n_)=0 applies to BP++ and BP (figure from Fesser et 
al. ). (b) Polaron recombination model of eq. (34), proposed 
to explain the spin-dependent recombination channel observed by 
the ODMR 
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within the SSH model. In Figure 36a, is plotted as a function of the 
confinement parameter r and level occupation n+-n_ (Figure 36a from 
Fesser et al.12). Since transitions have been observed among 
photoinduced bipolaron (n+-n_= 0) states in c-PT, the splitting is 
known.6 From this splitting and from equations (8) and (9) or Figure 36b 
we can estimate the splitting for singly charged polarons (n+-n_= -
1). r is thought to be small (~0.1-0.2) in PT,4 as opposed to 0.5-1 for 
cls-(CH)x»12 and hence Ag can be neglected compared to Ûq. Then we can 
take 2Ao to be approximately equal to the energy gap (Egi_d =2.2ev6). 
From 2wbBp=0.4 eV® and 2ûo=2.2 eV, we have = 0.18. From Figure 
36b we can then see that (for the same T) tLyp/Ag = 0.73. Then 2ci:^p=1.6 
eV, which is the region in which the ODMR peaks in c-PT. The width of 
the ODMR band is comparable to the width of the bipolarons bands^ seen in 
photoinduced absorption. We note that our estimate of the polaron level 
splitting and recombination energy does not take into account any 
polaron-polaron Coulomb effects which are ignored in the SSH model. 
It is thus possible that the ODMR probes the recombination of 
photoinduced polarons. We cannot rule out, however the possibility that 
the -1.65 eV transition is due to transitions from carriers trapped in 
the conduction and valence band tails in amorphous regions of the 
polymer. Such a model is proposed for the 1.3-1.4 eV luminescence in a-
Si:H, which shows enhancing ODMR signals.90 Significant band tails can 
exist in conjugated polymers, as seen in photothermal deflection 
spectroscopy of the Urbach absorption in trans-(CH)x, where a value of Eg 
= 70 meV (comparable to that obtained for amorphous semiconductors) was 
found.46 
As shown In Figures 16 and 17, the ODMR in FT and P3AT can be 
decomposed into two lines. The deconvolution was possible due to the 
different phase shifts of the two lines in the lock-in detection. This 
could indicate that either the ODMR probes the two spins of a pair 
separately, or that two distinct classes of pairs contribute to the ODMR. 
If the phase shift is due to different singlet pair recombination rates 
Rg, then the two ODMR lines indicate that two kinds of pairs contribute 
to the ODMR, since the recombination rate is a property of the pair, not 
of either spin in the pair. On the other hand, the two lines could be 
the resonances of the two separate spins (with distinct g-values) if the 
phase shift is due to different relaxation rates (Wq) of the spins. 
Separate relaxation rates could occur if the environments for electrons 
and holes (or P~ and P+) were different. If this is true, it would be 
evidence for the violation of charge conjugation symmetry (equivalent 
positive and negative excitations) implicit in the SSH model. Charge 
conjugation symmetry is observed in the photoinduced absorption 
measurements of electronic transitions attributed to solitons^® in trans-
(CH)x and bipolarons in PT^. The differences we see in the two ODMR 
lines are very small, so these results do not indicate a large departure 
from the SSH symmetry. 
As remarked above, the field for the peak of the dark ESR does not 
have a consistent relation to the peak of the two-line ODMR: in c-PT 
they were found at the same field, while in BHPT, the ESR was higher in 
field by about a gauss. But the LESR in both samples is seen at fields 
about one G higher than the two-line ODMR. It could be that the spins 
responsible for the LESR are also responsible for the narrow component of 
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the ODMR. The LESR has spin lifetimes greater than 30 minutes at 20 K; 
such long times are not seen in the ODMR. The metastable LESR could 
arise from a photoexcited spin trapped without a recombination partner 
nearby. 
The width of the ODMR line provides the first evidence for 
luminescence lifetimes In PT longer than the picosecond decay observed by 
Wong et al.74 Because allowed electric-dipole transitions in the visible 
range are expected to have rates less than 10^ sec"^,^^ this picosecond 
decay is attributed to fast nonradiative decay in parallel with slower 
radiative decay.74 a lower bound can be set on the lifetime x of spins 
participating in the recombination channel studied by ODMR in PT and 
P3AT. Lifetime broadening AE of a magnetic resonance line arises from 
the uncertainty principle: 
ÛE T > h (35) 
or 
gyûHT > 1 (36) 
where ÛH is the linewidth in magnetic fieW units. From the observed 
linewidth of 6Hpp=10 G, we conclude that x > 10~® sec. 
Evidence for even longer PL times comes from the phase difference of 
the two ODMR lines and the dependence of the ODMR magnitude on modulation 
frequency. Both experiments indicate that some process in the ODMR has a 
limiting rate on the order of 10^ to 10^ sec~^. There are several 
possible origins of such a limiting rate. It could be the characteristic 
rate for establishing a (nearly) isotropic pair distribution at magnetic 
resonance (the rise time of the ODMR), or the rate for establishing the 
polarization (the decay time of the ODMR). 
For unthermalized spins, the dynamics of the rise and fall of the 
ODHR signal are complicated.Many time scales can be Involved, as 
Illustrated in the simple model suggested in equation (18). But the 
important point is that the limiting rate for the ODMR is also a 
characteristic rate for the PL. The only rate important for the ODMR 
that is not present in the PL is Wj, the rate of microwave-induced 
transitions. But we note that the ODMR approaches saturation for the 
microwave powers used (see Figure 21). The slowest PL rate will be that 
of emptying the triplet pairs. This limiting PL rate will be the greater 
of r, Wq and R-p. It is easy to see from equation (21) that Wj must be 
greater than these rates when the ODMR begins to saturate. Then even if 
a small were the source of the attenuation with frequency or of the 
phase shifts, we still conclude that the slowest PL rate must be slower 
than Wj. 
As discussed above, unthermalized spins appear to dominate the ODMR 
in these materials. But even if thermalized spins are assumed, the ODMR 
results still indicate that PL lifetimes are longer than the slowest 
times of the ODMR. For thermalized spins, the rate for establishing an 
equilibrium spin polarization is T^"^, the spin-lattice relaxation rate. 
If magnetic resonance conditions were suddenly established, an Isotropic 
spin population would be approached (and the ODMR intensity change 
achieved) with a rate (Y^B2^T2 - T^"!),*! where B^ is the microwave 
magnetic field at the sample and T2 is the spin-spin relaxation time. We 
can again rule out a small y®! as the limiting rate by saturation 
arguments, and conclude that a spin relaxation rate would be the limiting 
rate for the ODHR in unthermalized spins. But if thermalized spins are 
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Important in the ODMR, then the PL lifetime cannot be shorter than these 
relaxation times. 
For both unthermalized and thermalized spins, then, the ODMR results 
indicate that at least some PL lifetimes in PT and P3AT must be between 
10"5 and 10"^ sec. The previous studies of PL lifetimes probed times 
only as long as nanoseconds, and found the fast PL to decay in less than 
9 ps.74 The observation of more than one PL lifetime in PT is not 
surprising, since the spectral dependence of the ODMR show that there are 
at least two PL bands. It is possible that the PL band containing the 
phonon sideband peaks is the fast band-edge PL observed by Wong et 
and analogous to the fast PL in cis-(CH)jj. The fact that the phonon 
peaks are not included in the spectral dependence of the ODMR does not 
prove their radiative transition is spin-independent. If the fast PL 
lifetime is very short compared to the time for magnetic resonance 
transitions to occur (, then ÛL/L would be near zero for this fast 
PL. 
If a significant component of the PL has lifetimes between 10"^ and 
10~3 sec, it should be possible to see a lock-in phase lag of the PL 
relative to the phase of the reflected laser light when chopping 
frequencies up to 1 kHz are used. A small phase shift is seen, but it 
does not have a simple frequency dependence, and cannot be separated from 
possible effects such as the intensity difference (at the detector) 
between the reflected laser light and the PL. If the ODMR probes only a 
small portion of the PL, then experiments involving AL/L provide little 
information. Clearly, time-resolved PL and ODMR experiments in PT would 
be very helpful. 
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The phase differences seen in the ODMR do not have any simple 
quantitative interpretation. Solution of the rate model of equation (18) 
for a sinusoidally modulated singlet-triplet transition rate W 
(W=W'+W"exp(iwt)), with the assumption Rs»Rt> yields 
wfW'Rg-(RT+r)2-wP] 
tan* = : (37) 
(Rg+r)(RT+r)2+W'(RT+r)2(Rg+2r)+wf(Rg+r+2%') 
where the if) is the phase lag between the first Fourier component (L") of 
the PL change and W: L=L'+L"exp(iwt+*)+f(w), where f(w) contains the 
second and higher Fourier components which are not detected by the lock-
in. 
Equation (37) has a simple form only in limiting cases, such as &hO 
or In such cases, the simple relation 
tan* = WT (38) 
holds, characteristic of a system with a single time constant x, such as 
an RC circuit. In such a limit the ODMR signal should decrease with w 
as: 
AL/L « (l+'t2(^)-l/2, (39) 
For (aS>t, when the attenuation becomes appreciable, (39) predicts that 
AL/L~l/w. But the frequency dependence of the ODMR in Figure 19 is 
slower than 1/w, appearing instead to have a dependence AL/L~a-bln(f) 
between 1 kHz and 10 kHz. The slow dependence of the ODMR on f argues 
against any simple quantitative interpretation of the phase shifts seen 
in the ODMR. For finite modulation amplitudes, the modulation of Wj is 
not sinusoidal, which also could complicate a quantitative interpretation 
of the phase. 
Tunneling transitions between localized states is a possible origin 
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for the long PL times In PT and P3AT. Such transitions are Important in 
amorphous semiconductors. In a-Si:H, these transitions produce a broad 
distribution of lifetimes, (10~® to 10"^ sec)92 since the spin-spin 
separations (and hence the tunnelling probabilities) are different. The 
slow attenuation of the ODMR signal with increasing f may be due to such 
a distribution of PL lifetimes. The longer apparent lifetimes In P3AT 
may come from Increased chain separation's caused by the large alkyl 
side-group. This would be important if the transitions were due to 
interchain tunneling. 
The excitation profile (Figure 12) of the ODMR in c-PT shows that 
AL/L increases as the gap energy is approached. If polarons are 
responsible for the ODMR, the excitation dependence of the ODMR may 
reflect the fact that in the SSH model, excitation to band states must 
occur before polarons are formed.1% In this case, the Increasing ODMR 
efficiency with excitation energy indicates that polarons are only 
responsible for a small part of the total PL intensity, since the PL 
efficiency is greater for excitation below the gap than above it (see 
Figure 12). 
Another explanation of the ODMR excitation profile involves geminate 
recombination. The excitation dependence of the ODMR in c-PT is very 
similar to the excitation profile of the picosecond transient 
photoconductivity of trans-(CH)x.93 Both show an increasing efficiency 
with photon energy that levels off around 2.3-2.4 eV. The transient 
photoconductivity is a direct probe of those carriers that escape 
geminate recombination.93 Similar transient photoconductivity (but not 
an excitation profile) is also reported for PT.93 The "hot" 
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photocarriers have an Increased probability to escape their generation 
partner, and contribute to the photoconductivity. The fact that the ODMR 
efficiency changes with photon energy may mean that geminate 
recombination (generation-polarized pairs) competes with nongeminate 
recombination (recombination-polarized pairs). The increasing signal 
strength for higher photon energies may be evidence that the bulk of the 
ODMR is from nongeminate pairs. 
C. Nonresonant Magnetic Field Effects 
NFE spectra consisting of both broad and sharp effects have been 
observed in the recombination of triplet excitons. Field-dependent 
triplet-triplet annihilation and fusion in molecular crystals show both 
enhancing and quenching effects, with the crossover occurring at low 
fields.94 The two interacting triplets are governed by Hamiltonians 
and H2 respectively, each of which is of the form of eq. (23). H-]i=Hi+H2 
does not commute with S^, the spin operator of the pair of triplets; 
hence the singlet character of (and the recombination rate from) the 
eigenfunctions of vary with field. The crossover between enhancing 
and quenching effects occurs when the magnetic field is greater than D 
and E in eq. (23). 
In FT and P3AT however, the broad quenching and enhancing effects 
show separate dependencies on temperature, excitation energy and 
detection phase. We conclude that the 100 G and 500 G effects cannot 
both be described by a single spin Hamiltonian. 
The triplet exciton lifetime in the conjugated polymer 
polydiacetylene (PDA) shows a nonresonant magnetic field effect, 
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including broad peaks.At zero field the triplet states (which obey 
the Harailtonian eq. (23)) are eigenfunctions of S^ , Sy, and Sg. Rather 
than causing transitions between states of different total spin S, 
application of a magnetic field mixes the zero field states |x>, |y> and 
|z>, each of which has a different lifetime.55 The mixing depends upon 
field direction. The lifetime reduction saturates for magnetic fields 
larger than D and E.95 Since PDA can be prepared as a single crystal, 
level crossings with increasing fields in the z and y directions can be 
observed as broad peaks (~100 G wide) in the NFE.95 The occurance and 
position of these crossings depends on field direction. 
Such a model does not explain the NFE reported in this work, 
however. The FT and P3AT samples are polycrystalline, and the effects of 
level crossings in the triplet Hamiltonian eq. (23) should be minimal 
when averaged over all field orientations. Thus Hamiltonians with zero 
field splittings among the eigenstates of S^ , Sy, and Sg probably do not 
explain the sharp peaks seen in c-PT or the weak peak in HPT. 
The NFE appears to come from the same pairs that participate in the 
ODMR. The NFE has a spectral dependence (Figure 30) almost identical to 
that of the ODMR (Figure 11). The efficiency of both the NFE and ODMR 
increase with increasing photon energy (Figure 12). If the NFE and ODMR 
come from the same pairs, then the narrow ODMR line in PT and PT3AT is 
additional evidence against an explanation of the NFE that invokes 
strongly coupled triplet spins. The NFE peaks and saturation fields are 
between 0 and ~500 G. If terms D and E in (23) were responsible for the 
NFE, the ODMR line would show splittings or broadening of at least D or 
E, as is seen in the resonant effects in the molecular crystals^^ and 
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PDA.^^ In PT this would imply splittings or broadening between 100 and 
500 G, in contradiction to the narrow lines of about 10 G reported here. 
Because the peaks in c-PT at 110 and 220 G invert with increasing 
temperature, we conclude that they are related to the 100 G effect, which 
also inverts. But these peaks are absent in the other samples, while all 
samples exhibit the 100 G effect (as well as the 500 G effect). The 
somewhat different temperature dependence (Figure 29) and the phase shift 
at high frequency between the peaks and the 100 G effect give further 
evidence that they are two distinct magnetic field effects, though they 
may be acting on the same spin or pair of spins. 
1. Coupling to nuclear quadrupole moments 
One important difference between c-PT and the other samples is their 
preparation methods, which could introduce impurities and other defects 
important in the PL. e-PT, BHPT and HPT were prepared electrochemically. 
c-PT, however, was coupled chemically by condensation of 2,5-
diiodothiophene, and contains 3 wt % of iodine.79 The elemental 
analysis of c-PT is consistent with a polymer containing 46 thiophene 
units with a butadiene unit on one end and an iodine atom bound to the 
other chain end.79 
Iodine has only one stable isotope with a very large quadrupole 
moment Q (e2Q=-0.75 barns^?). In the approximation of an axially 
symmetric electric field gradient (z is taken to be the symmetry 
direction), the quadrupole Hamiltonian can be written;^^ 
Hq = (3lz - I^) (40) 
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where q= Vgg/e describes the strength of the static electric field 
gradient, and I is the nuclear spin. 
When HQ is much larger than the nuclear Zeeman term, the latter can 
be neglected. The energy levels are then given by 
Em = [3m2 - 1(1+1)]. (41) 
For iodine, 1=5/2 and m=±5/2, ±3/2, and ±1/2. Thus at zero field 
the iodine nucleus has three levels, each of which is doubly degenerate. 
The splittings between the levels are AEj a E^3/2-E^i/2=3e2qQ/20, AE2 a 
E±5/2-E±3/2=2ABl and ÛE3 a E 5^/2-E i^/2=3AEi. 
When the electron Zeeman energy is equal to a nuclear level 
splitting, resonant transtions can occur among the electron and nuclear 
spin states. This could account for the 110 and 220 G peaks observed in 
c-PT. Such NFE effects on PL have been observed in the coupling to Br 
nuclear quadrupoles of triplet excitons in molecular crystals. 
We thus consider the Hamiltonian 
H = gyB-S + HQ + aS'I, (42) 
where a is the electron-nucleus hyperfine coupling constant. Figure 37 
shows the energy levels of the combined electron-nucleus Hamiltonian in 
the limit a=0. |o^, |refer to the uncoupled electron spin 
eigenfunctions, quantized along the arbitrary direction of B. |mj=±l/2, 
etc> are the nuclear eigenfunctions of HQ. We see that there are level 
crossings at magnetic fields Bi=AEi/gw, B2=2Bi, and 83=381. We rewrite 
aS'I = aSgIg + a(S+I"+S"I+)/2. In general, then, aSI only couples 
states between which &ig = ±1 and ûmj = Tl. Then at Bj and 82, for ajsO, 
the coupled levels repel each other, a gap of order a develops, and the 
crossing levels become anticrossing levels.1^0 There is no coupling 
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Fig. 37. Energy levels of the Hamiltonian eq. (42) in the limit a=0. 
Level crossings at Bj, 2Bi and 33^ occur when the electron 
Zeeman term is resonant with a nuclear quadrupole splitting. 
For apK), gaps will appear at Bj and B2=2Bi (marked by arrows) 
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of the crossing levels at B3, since |±5/2> |±l/2> transitions require 
ûmj=±2, which the hyperfine coupling cannot satisfy. 
To illustrate these concepts we consider the special case of a 
magnetic field along the axis (taken to be z) of the electric field 
gradient. In this case, only two states interact at each level crossing, 
and the unperturbed electron spin states are eigenfunctions of Sg. At 
Bj, the interacting states are |ms,mj> = |+l/2,+l/2> and |-l/2,+3/2>. In 
a perturbation approximation we can neglect the states far (compared to 
a) removed in energy from the crossing levels. 
Taking the zero in energy to be (E±3/2+E±i/2)/2, we have the 
Hamiltonian for the interacting states: 
1+1/2,+l/2> 1-1/2,+3/2> 
H = 
a ^  gM(B-Bi ) /2a 
/2a ^ 
(43) 
H is the matrix of the Hamiltonian eq. (42) formed between the 
interacting states; |+l/2,+l/2> Is the first state, and |-l/2,+3/2> the 
second, as indicated at the top of equation (43). H has eigenvalues 
a 9 1/2 
e± = - I {1 ± [(B'+1)2 +8)] } (44) 
where B'=gp(B-Bi)/a. The eigenfunctions of H are 
<+| = (l+u2)-l/2 (1 u ) 
<-| = (l+u2)-l/2 ( -u 1 ) (45) 
where 
u = 27Y { [(B'+l)2 + 8]^'- (B'+l)}. (46) 
In Figure 38 we show the eigenvalues of the four levels near the B^ 
o 
UJ 
-10 
-15 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
B' 
Fig. 38. Normalized eigenvalues E/a of Hamiltonian eq. (42) as a 
function of normalized field B' near the level crossing (see 
Fig. 37). The hyperfine term mixes the |+l/2,+l/2> and 
|-l/2,+3/2> states 
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crossing. It can be seen from Figure 38 and from (44) that for 
the mixing of the interacting levels becomes negligible. 
We have been considering only one electronic spin coupled to an 
iodine (1=5/2) nucleus. The connection to the NFE is made when one spin, 
Sj, is coupled to the nucleus and also forms a pair with a recombination 
partner, S2. The total Hamiltonian is (assuming a weakly interacting 
pair and identical g-values) 
H = guB(Si2+S2z) + aSi'I + Hq. (47) 
We could take the eigenfunctions of eq. (47) for a=0 as the basis states 
in a perturbation treatment as we did for the crossings in eq. (42) shown 
in Figure 37. There would then be 24 states: {T+, Tq, T_, Sq} x {±5/2, 
±3/2, ±1/2}, but only 9 levels for a=0. These crossings (for a=0) are 
illustrated in Figure 39. Level crossings still occur at and B2=2B]^. 
The aS'I term, that caused transitions between |o> and | in the 
treatment above, will now cause transitons between singlet and triplet 
states. If, for example, we consider the level crossing at Bj and E+1/2 
in Figure 39, and again assume that B || z, only the states |Tq,+1/2>, 
|Sq,+1/2> (which are degenerate), and |T_,+3/2> are mixed. Then we can 
write for our Hamiltonian (taking E^i/2 as our zero of energy). 
|So,+l/2> |To,+l/2> |T_,+3/2> 
0 
H 
a a 
4 -m 
I ° A" 
2& 272 -gK(B-Bl) 
(48) 
The ordering of the states in the matrix H is indicated at the top of 
equation (48). 
Then the hyperfine coupling constant a can be seen to cause 
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E+i 
T+,±5> 
IT+.±|> 
IT+,±^> 
ITo.±t>, ISo,±l> 
<+ lTo.±|>, IS 
To,tî>. ISo,±5> 
IT_,±5> 
0 B] 02 
(Magnetic Field) 
Fig. 39. Energy levels of the pair-nucleus Hamilitonian eq. (47) in the 
limit a=0. For a;0, level crossings at and B2 will cause 
transitions between pair singlet (Sq) and triplet (T+, Tg, T-) 
states, thus increasing the recombination rate. The arrows 
indicate the level crossings affected by the hyperfine term 
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transitions between triplet and singlet states near the level crossiwg. 
This will increase the singlet probability and thus Increase the spin 
dependent recombination. 
To calculate the NFE expected in this model, one could solve eq. 
(24) for the density matrix p in the steady state. Since c-PT is 
polycrystalline, such a calculation must also average p over all field 
directions. One could then obtain L(B) from eq. (25). We have not 
calculated L(B). If all 24 states of eq. (47) are considered, p is a 
24x24 complex matrix. In the region of a level crossing, fewer states 
would need to be considered, if a perturbation approach were used. Away 
from a level crossing other approximations involving the eigenfunctions 
of H can be employed.65 
Until now, we have assumed B || z. For a general field direction, 
the level crossings still occur near Bj and B2, as in Figure 37, but all 
four states in the crossing region are now mixed. The qualitative 
features discussed above will still hold: after angular averaging, the 
NFE will have width on the order of a to 10a, and the level crossing will 
enhance the PL if the radiative recombination is the spin-dependent one. 
This simple theory also predicts that the crossing at &£ should produce 
an NFE with width and magnitude similar to those of the crossing. 
In this explanation for the peaks, the width must be at least as 
large as a. But other factors, such as a distribution of electric field 
gradients, may broaden the NFE peaks to their 8 G width; so the width od 
the peaks in c-PT may not reflect the magnitude of the hyperfine coupling 
a. If the same spins participate in both the NFE and ODMR, we can rule 
out a distribution in g-values as the source of the NFE width. The ODMR 
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measurements were performed at 3000 G, and a width of about 10 G is seen 
in all the samples. Then the inhomogeneous broadening (assumed to derive 
from a distribution of g-values)cannot be more than 10 G. So at -100 G, 
where the NFE peaks are seen, a distribution in g-values cannot account 
for more than ~l/3 G (assuming the same spins are involved in the NFE and 
the ODMR). 
The small peak in the NFE of HPT could be due to coupling to the 
quadrupole moments of 1=3/2 nuclei, where there are only two quadrupole 
levels and hence one energy splitting. CI (1=3/2) is a possible 
contaminant since the P3AT films were heavily doped with CIO4" ions in 
their preparation (see Procedure section). 
Coupling of triplet excitons to the quadrupole moments of Br (1=3/2) 
i s  o b s e r v e d  i n  t h e  P L  o f  b e n z o p h e n o n e  m o l e c u l a r  c r y s t a l s . T h e  
quadrupole signals are seen as satellites of the crossings of the triplet 
T+p_ levels with the Tq level. For Br, 1=3/2, and there are only two 
quadrupole levels. The Br quadrupole splitting (-100 G) is similar to 
the splittings we see in c-PT. Since the Br quadrupole moment^? is about 
1/2 that of iodine, the electric field gradient in benzophenone is 
comparable to that in c-PT. The NFE peaks in benzophenone are also quite 
narrow (~10 G). Hyperfine structure and the contributions from the 
different quadrupole moments of ^^Br and BOgf are resolved. We would not 
expect any structure in the peaks seen in c-PT, since there is only one 
iodine isotope, and we would expect the random field orientations to 
average out any hyperfine structure. 
The coupling to the Br quadrupoles in benzophenone is an example of 
cross relaxation.101 For example, when the T^-Tq splitting is resonant 
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with the quadrupole splitting, transitions from long-lived states to 
Tq states enhance the PL. If > Eq at the crossing field, a majority 
of nuclei will be left in an excited state after recombination from the 
Tq state. The PL intensity change can occur in steady state only if the 
nuclear relaxation time is shorter than the PL lifetime.99 
In c-PT, on the other hand, the quadrupole coupling causes 
transitions from both T^ and T_ pairs (to Sq) at the same level crossing. 
There is no need for a net transfer of energy to or from the ensemble of 
nuclei, and cross relaxation is not a central feature of the NFE. Rather 
than causing relaxation, the quadrupole coupling destroys the pair 
correlation induced by the spin-dependent recombination. In this sense 
it is similar to the microwave-induced transitions in the ODMR. 
If coupling to iodine nuclei at the end of chains is responsible for 
the 110 and 220 G peaks in c-PT, then the ends of the chains are 
significant recombination centers. This should also be true in the other 
samples, as well, since the NFE peaks have some relation to the 100 G 
effect observed in all the samples. 
2. Broad NFE features 
The broad NFE effects saturate at high fields (100-500 G). As 
discussed earlier in this section, it is unlikely that these broad 
effects are due to the field-dependent mixing of triplet and singlet 
states by terms in the spin Hamiltonian. Such terms should broaden or 
split the ODMR lines beyond the 10 G width observed. 
A possible explanation of the broad NFE which is consistent with the 
ODMR width is field-dependent stochastic spin relaxation. We can use 
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the rate model of eq. (18) to discuss the broad NFE if we replace Wj by 
Wj^(B) =W(B)-W(0) to be the field dependent relaxation.Then for 
small compared to r and Wq, we have from eq. (21) 
ÛL(B) « Wi(B) = W(B) - W(0). (49) 
For the exponential magnetic field correlation function (28), the 
relation (29) gives 
ÛL(B) « -To/(^  + Ë^ ) _ i -• (50) 
y2^2 + (^ )2 
So 
(50) saturates when B> l/(yTg). Such a model can explain the saturation 
of the NFE in PT and P3AT, but does not approximate the details observed 
in dL/dB. 
If the broad NFE effects in PT and P3AT are due to fluctuating 
magnetic fields, the saturation fields indicate that the spectral 
distribution of fluctuations has maximum frequencies f^j^j^aSOC MHz for the 
100 G effect, and fmax=l'5 GHz for the 500 G effect. The fluctuations 
could be due to the hopping of photogenerated carriers among sites with 
different magnetic fields, as proposed for the NFE in the 
photoconductivity of a-GezH^S and a-SzH^?. But in this case we would 
expect a temperature dependence for f^ax» which is not observed. One 
alternative to this would be tunneling between sites. 
Another possibility, suggested for a-Si:H, is that carrier 
generation and recombination processes induce the field fluctuations.10% 
The PL in a-Si:H shows an NFE saturating at 30 G; l/f^ax thought to be 
the shortest PL recombination time observed experimentally, ~10~® sec^^. 
In PT, judging from the weak dependence of the PL on temperature, the 
recombination times (and f^ax) could be temperature independent. 
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The signs of the nonresonant effects do not agree with eq. (50). 
The ODMR is enhancing at all temperatures. The microwave ODMR 
transitions play the same role as field-induced relaxation: they both 
lessen the pair polarization. If the same pairs participate in both the 
ODMR and NFE, then eq. (50) and the enhancing sign of the ODMR suggest 
that the PL should be maximum at B=0, since the relaxation is greatest. 
But this is true only for the 100 G effect (and only at low temperatures 
in c-PT and e-PT). The competition between spin-dependent nonradiative 
and radiative recombination and their relative role in the ODMR and NFE 
may account for these differences. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The sign of the ODMR in PT and P3AT has been measured directly and 
shown to be PL enhancing. The magnitude and temperature dependence of 
the ODMR signal indicate that the ODMR probes unthermalized spins, and 
that the spin polarization is due to correlated pairs. We suggest that 
the radiative recombination transition itself is the spin-dependent 
transition, in contrast to a previously proposed model?^'?? which 
assigned the spin-dependent transition to a nonradiative recombination 
channel in competition with the PL. 
The spectral dependence of the ODMR shows that the PL in c-PT is due 
to at least two recombination mechanisms, and that only the broad 
structureless band peaking near 1.65 eV contributes to the ODMR signal. 
This band is near the energy expected for photons released in the 
recombination of photogenerated positive and negative polarons. Such a 
transition is spin-dependent is therefore suggested to be the channel 
probed by the ODMR. The ODMR was decomposed into two separate lines with 
different width, g-values and dynamical properties. These features are 
consistent with a model of recombining positive and negative polarons 
with differing g-values and relaxation rates. However, the possibility 
that the two lines may be due to two recombination channnels cannot be 
ruled out at the present time. 
The width of the ODMR lines and their dependence on detection phase 
provide the first evidence that long PL lifetimes (10~^ to 10"^ sec) are 
present in PT and P3AT. The longest times previously reported for PT are 
less than 9 psec.74 To our knowledge, the longest PL times previously 
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reported for any conjugated polymer is about 10~® sec observed in the 
subgap PL of (CH)x.70 Time-resolved measurements of PL and ODMR in FT 
and P3AT would illuminate the results of this study. 
The PL spectra in P3AT have been measured for the first time, and 
are found to contain both the broad band and narrow peaks also seen in 
PT, although the positions of these bands are different. 
The spectral dependence and excitation dependence of the NFE 
indicate that the same pairs that contribute to the ODMR are responsible 
for these nonresonant changes in the PL intensity. These NFE effects 
include sharp peaks and broad enhancing and quenching effects. The 
temperature dependence of the broad effects differs greatly among 
samples, and is presently not understood. The NFE saturation fields, 
which are much greater than the width of the ODMR, indicate that the 
broad effects may be due to field-dependent stochastic triplet-singlet 
transitions. 
The narrow peaks at 220 G and 110 G in the NFE of c-PT are 
tentatively attributed to level crossings in the coupled electron-nucleus 
system. These occur when electron or hole Zeeman energies are resonant 
with the quadrupole splittings of iodine nuclei bound to the ends of 
chains in the preparation process of the c-PT sample. This model may be 
confirmed if it is possible to attach iodine atoms to the ends of chains 
and observe new NFE peaks in P3AT or other PT samples. However, in the 
simple iodine doping method^^^ commonly used in conjugated polymers, the 
iodine ions are thought to reside between chains.1^3 More complex 
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chemical methods may be needed to attach Iodine to the ends of the chains 
and induce the NFE peaks. 
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